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1. In the book The Apothecary when does the setting of this story begin:
   a. At the end of World War II   Pg. 1

2. In the book The Apothecary who are Jane’s parents and what were their professions?
   a. Marjorie and Davis Scott; they were writers for radio and television shows like Fireside Theatre and I Love Lucy   Pg. 2

3. In the book The Apothecary what is the name of Jane’s high school
   a. Hollywood High   Pg. 3

4. In the book The Apothecary who is Jane’s favorite movie star?
   a. Katherine Hepburn   Pg. 5

5. In the book The Apothecary How does Jane’s (Janie) father describe communism?
   a. “The idea is that people should share resources, and own everything communally, so there aren’t wildly rich people who own everything and desperately poor people who have nothing.”   Pg. 9

6. In the book The Apothecary why are Janie and her parents being followed by U.S. Marshalls?
   a. They are suspected of being communists.   Pg. 9

7. In the book The Apothecary what is the name of Janie’s school in London?
   a. St. Berden’s School   Pg. 18

8. In the book The Apothecary what is the relationship between Benjamin Burrows and the apothecary store owner?
   a. Father and son   Pg. 29

9. In the book The Apothecary where is Benjamin and Janie’s first date?
   a. Hyde Park to play chess   Pg. 35

10. In the book The Apothecary what is Benjamin’s real reason for inviting Janie to play chess in Hyde Park?
    a. To spy on Sergie Shiskin’s father—Leonid Shiskin   Pg. 44

11. In the book The Apothecary what is the book called that Benjamin had to protect when his father disappeared?
    a. Pharmacopoeia   Pg. 56

12. In the book The Apothecary what is the symbol on the Pharmacopoeia called and what does the triangle in the center represent?
    a. The Azoth of the Philosophers; the triangle represents water   Pg. 69

13. In the book The Apothecary which herb is used to create the Smell of Truth?
    a. The veritus plant   Pg. 73

14. In the book The Apothecary what truth did Janie tell under the Smell of Truth?
    a. That she fancied (liked) Benjamin   Pg. 77

15. In the book The Apothecary what truth did Benjamin tell under the Smell of Truth?
    a. That he fancied (liked) Sarah Pennington
16. In the book *The Apothecary* what is a samovar?
   a. A Russian teapot; it is also a word for Russian soldiers who lost their arms and legs in the war from shells and exploding mines  Pg. 81

17. In the book *The Apothecary* what type of birds did Benjamin, Janie, and Pip become after drinking the avian elixir?
   a. Benjamin became a skylark; Janie became a robin; Pip became a sallow  Pgs. 141-144

18. In the book *The Apothecary* how did Benjamin and Pip able to recreate the *Invisible* bath?
   a. Pip convinced Sarah Pennington to give them her gold necklace  Pg. 229

19. In the book *The Apothecary* what is the name of the boat the apothecary is supposed to board in hopes of containing a nuclear blast on Nova Zembla?
   a. *Kong Olaf*  Pg. 236

20. In the book *The Apothecary* what is the skipper’s name of the *Kong Olaf*?
    a. Captain Norberg  Pg. 241

21. In the book *The Apothecary* what is the *Kong Olaf’s* destination?
    a. Nova Zembla  Pg. 266

22. In the book *The Apothecary* what is the apothecary’s mission?
    a. Contain an atomic bomb being tested and counteract its destructive effects  Pg. 268

23. In the book *The Apothecary* to disguise the *Kong Olaf* it is repainted and renamed. What is the new color and name?
    a. Red; *Anniken*  Pg. 271, 272

24. In the book *The Apothecary* what is the name of the physicist who designed the bomb the Soviets are testing?
    a. Andrei Sakharov  Pg. 285

25. In the book *The Apothecary* Jin Lo the Chinese physicist, Count Vili, and Mr. Burrows, the apothecary, transformed into what type of birds?
    a. Jin Lo became a falcon; Count Vili became an albatross; Mr. Burrows became a snowy white barn owl  Pg. 295, 298
The Apothecary

In the book, The Apothecary, who is the author? Maile Meloy

In the book, The Apothecary, how old was Janie at the end of WW2? 7 p1

In the book, The Apothecary, WW2 brought on what? A golden era p2

In the book, The Apothecary, who were Janie’s parents? A writing team, Marjorie and Davis Scott p2

In the book, The Apothecary, what did the turtle named Bert teach? Duck and cover! P4

In the book, The Apothecary, who was Janie’s favorite movie star? Katharine Hepburn p 4

In the book, The Apothecary, what room did Janie feel safest? Kitchen p7

In the book, The Apothecary, what was Janie’s favorite restaurant? Musso ad Frank p7

In the book, The Apothecary, who were the men following Janie? U.S. Marshals p8

In the book, The Apothecary, where was Janie’s family moving? London p8

In the book, The Apothecary, what were Janie’s parents suspected of being? Communists p9

In the book, The Apothecary, Janie’s parents were writing for who? BBC under fake names p. 13

In the book, The Apothecary, what is a haberdasher? A tailor p13

In the book, The Apothecary, what is an apothecary? Pharmacy p15

In the book, The Apothecary, what was the cure for homesickness? A dram of aspen and honeysuckle p17

In the book, The Apothecary, what were pennies for? The wall heater p17

In the book, The Apothecary, what test did you have to pass in order to get into St. Beden’s School? Grammar p18

In the book, The Apothecary, who was defiant during a bomb drill? Benjamin Burrows p27

In the book, The Apothecary, who is Benjamin Burrow’s dad? The apothecary p 29

In the book, The Apothecary, why had Janie’s parents come to London? They believed in the First Amendment p. 32

In the book, The Apothecary, what is being mullered? Pounded on p. 33

In the book, The Apothecary, what did Benjamin want to become? A spy p. 34

In the book, The Apothecary, who was Mr. Shiskin meeting in Hyde Park? The Apothecary p52
In the book, The Apothecary, what was the message the Apothecary discarded from Mr. Shiskin? Jin Lo has been taken You’ll be next. P53

In the book, The Apothecary, what did Benjamin’s dad ask him to do? Protect the Pharmacopoeia and keep it safe p. 56

In the book, The Apothecary, where did Janie and Benjamin hide? In the cellar p56

In the book, The Apothecary, what happened to Benjamin’s mother? Killed in a bombing raid p. 61

In the book, The Apothecary, most of the Pharmacopoeia was written in what? Latin

In the book, The Apothecary, who is Jin Lo? A Chinese chemist p. 69

In the book, The Apothecary, What was the symbol on the front of the Pharmacopoeia? Azoth of the Philosophers p. 69

In the book, The Apothecary, what did the society of Apotecarys expect Benjamin to do? Carry on the work of his father p. 72

In the book, The Apothecary, how would Benjamin and Janie know if Mr. Shiskin would tell them the truth? Give him the Smell of Truth p73

In the book, The Apothecary, how did Janie convince Benjamin that the Smell of Truth worked? They experimented and asked questions and they told the truth p 78

In the book, The Apothecary, who was the man with the scar? A member of the Stasi, the East German secret police p. 85

In the book, The Apothecary, the gardener’s last words to Benjamin were what? Remember to allow for the possibilities p. 93

In the book, The Apothecary, Benjamin and Janie were warned not to trust who? The police p97

In the book, The Apothecary, what gift did the gardener leave the children? Some transformation elixir p. 106

In the book, The Apothecary, Who would Janie report to while her parents were out of town? Mrs. Parrish p110

In the book, The Apothecary, what was a perfect disguise for Janie at school? Her uniform p111

In the book, The Apothecary, who got Benjamin’s bag when they were arrested at school? Sergei p. 116

In the book, The Apothecary, according to Detective Montclair, why could Janie and Benjamin be questioned without their parents? “This isn’t the land of the free and the home of the brave.” P. 118

In the book, The Apothecary, the gardener told the kids not to trust who? Police p. 123
In the book, *The Apothecary*, where did Benjamin and Janie meet Pip? Turnbull Hall p 124

In the book, *The Apothecary*, according to Benjamin, how can you determine if a person is an American? Their hair and their shoes p 126

In the book, *The Apothecary*, who did Mr. Danby say he was? From the Foreign Office? P. 129

In the book, *The Apothecary*, who was Mr. Danby’s driver? The German man with the scar. P. 138

In the book, *The Apothecary*, how did the kids escape from Mr. Danby? They took avian elixir and turned into birds and flew away. P. 140

In the book, *The Apothecary*, what bird was Janie? Robin p. 144

In the book, *The Apothecary*, how did the children plan to get into the bunker? Become invisible. P. 150

In the book, *The Apothecary*, what did the kids need in order to make the invisibility solution? Gold p161

In the book, *The Apothecary*, what were the children to leave out of the invisibility solution? One body part. P163

In the book, *The Apothecary*, to be invisible, the kids had to be what? Naked

In the book, *The Apothecary*, who was Oppenheimer? The man who invented the atomic bomb p174

In the book, *The Apothecary*, how do you find out about the world? Interpret things that you weren’t supposed to hear p 175

In the book, *The Apothecary*, who killed the gardener? The man with the scar p 175

In the book, *The Apothecary*, who did the kids find in the bunker? Jin Lo, the chemist p 178

In the book, *The Apothecary*, what had Marcus Burrows been turned in to? Lot’s wife, a pile of salt p194

In the book, *The Apothecary*, how had Mr. Burrow’s dad won him over to the practice of apothecary? He showed him the avian elixir p. 205

In the book, *The Apothecary*, how did Benjamin’s mother die? Her neck was broken in a bomb raid. P 208


In the book, *The Apothecary*, how did Jin Lo’s net work? Just as plants mop up carbon dioxide, the net would absorb radiation p 211

In the book, The Apothecary, what is Quintessence? The fifth element, the source of all life, a life force to combat a killing force p. 212

In the book, The Apothecary, what did they need in order to complete Jo Lin’s polymer? Blooms from the jaival tree p 212

In the book, The Apothecary, what had Count Vili developed? A way to freeze time p 214

In the book, The Apothecary, what is a consequence of forcing the bloom of the jaival tree? A cloud, the Dark Force is released

In the book, The Apothecary, why did Mr. Shiskin have to sabotage the boat? His wife and daughter were being held and they would be killed if he didn’t cooperate with them. P 226

In the book, The Apothecary, what was the name of the boat? Kong Olaf, it was Norwegian p 236

In the book, The Apothecary, why was the Thames River dirty? London’s toilets and sewer system flowed into it. P236

In the book, The Apothecary, Mr. Danby had been fooled by what? Russian passion p 253

In the book, The Apothecary, Shiskin had been assigned by the Soviets to do what? Disable the Kong Olaf p. 265

In the book, The Apothecary, where was the sight of the nuclear test? Nova Zembla p. 267

In the book, The Apothecary, what was the plan of the Apothecary? Contain the atomic bomb being tested on Nova Zembla and to counteract its destructive effects. P 268

In the book, The Apothecary, to keep the Kong Olaf from being detected, what was done? It was disguised with paint p 270

In the book, The Apothecary, what was the new name given to the Kong Olaf? The Anniken p 272

In the book, The Apothecary, Shiskin signaled the Soviets that he had been discovered and what? Going to be executed p280

In the book, The Apothecary, the hydrogen bomb being tested was designed by what physicist? Andrei Sakharov p 285

In the book, The Apothecary, according to the Count, whenever we tamper with natural laws, what? There are consequences. P 286

In the book, The Apothecary, to hide from the Russians, what did Shiskin become? Lot’s wife p 296

In the book, The Apothecary, what did Sakharov call Mr. Danby? Traitor p. 302

In the book, The Apothecary, splitting the atom in the atomic bomb is called what? Fission p. 302
In the book, The Apothecary, when the atom is split and then combined with another atom what is this called? Fusion p. 302

In the book, The Apothecary, the Russians plan was to do what? Test the hydrogen bomb p 303

In the book, The Apothecary, what was the great thing about the apothecary? He wasn’t working for a country but for people everywhere p. 306

In the book, The Apothecary, what was Janie’s warning to Mr. Danby after she was captured? “Don’t be deceived by the appearance of right!” p 307

In the book, The Apothecary, why did the Russians rescue Benjamin? To interrogate him p. 321

In the book, The Apothecary, what attacked the helicopter? The Dark Force p. 322

In the book, The Apothecary, nations that have bombs have power from where? Fear the bomb creates p 338

In the book, The Apothecary, why did no one have any memory of the events with the Russians? The Apothecary drugged them. P340
The Apothecary (paperback copy)
By, Maile Meloy

1. What actress did Janie always practice acting like? Katherine Hepburn (p. 4)
2. Where did Janie live at the beginning of the story? Los Angeles (p. 4)
3. Why wouldn’t Benjamin participate in the bomb drill? He said “This is an atomic bomb. Not even the basement shelters will save us.” (p. 26)
4. What studio did Janie’s parents work on in England? Riverton Studios (p. 36)
5. What park did Benjamin and Janie spy on Mr. Shiskin at? Hyde Park (p. 51)
6. What game did Benjamin and Janie play while they spied on Mr. Shiskin? Chess (p. 51)
7. What was the name of the book that Benjamin’s father gave him when the Germans were coming into the Apothecary’s store? The Pharmacopoeia (p. 56)
8. How did Benjamin’s mother die? In a bombing raid in the war (p. 61)
9. Who did Benjamin say he “fancied” while under the smell of truth spell? Sarah Pennington (p. 77)
10. Who was found bleeding and later died in the Physic Garden? The Gardner (p. 91-92)
11. Who was chasing Pip, Janie and Benjamin when they changed into birds? Mr. Dabny (p. 140)
12. What three birds did Pip, Janie and Benjamin turn into when they drank the elixir on the roof of Turnbull Hall? Robin, Skylark, swallow (p. 142, 141, 144)
13. In the book, The Apothecary, how were the children able to run through the streets without anyone seeing them? They were invisible (p. 170)
14. Who was the woman who was captured by the Soviet Spies? Jin Lo (p. 176-178)
15. Why did Jin Lo collect every speck of salt in the Morrison shelter? It was the apothecary and she didn’t want to leave a whole leg behind (p. 195)
16. What did the crew rename the Kong Olaf ship? The Anniken (p. 272-273)

17. Who was The Anniken named after? Ludvik’s daughter (p. 273)

18. In The Apothecary, what does the word Pharmacopoeia mean? Drug and poison (p. 286)

19. Where did all the warm clothes come from that the children wore while on the ship? Sarah Pennington packed a trunk full of warm coats and long underwear for them. (p. 234-235)

20. Which bird/child did the Soviet spies capture on the ship? Robin/Janie (p. 303)
1. In the book The Apothecary where did Janie live before moving to London?
Los Angeles, California (pg. 1)

2. In the book The Apothecary what did Janie’s parents do for a living? They were writers for television shows. (pg. 2)

3. In the book The Apothecary who were the men in the car that followed Janie from school in Los Angeles? U.S marshals (pg. 8)

4. In the book The Apothecary what school did Janie attend in London? St. Beden’s School (pg. 18)

5. In the book The Apothecary who was Janie’s Latin teacher? Mr. Danby (pg. 20)

6. In the book The Apothecary what television show were Janie’s parents writing for in London? Robin Hood (pg. 10)

7. In the book The Apothecary who was Benjamin Burrows’s father? The apothecary (pg. 29)

8. In the book The Apothecary who passed secret messages to people in the park? Leonid Shiskin (pg. 44)

9. In the book The Apothecary what was the name of the book that Benjamin had to keep safe? The Pharmacopoeia (pg. 56)
10. In the book The Apothecary where were Janie and Benjamin hiding when the Germans came to the apothecary? The cellar (pg. 56)

11. In the book The Apothecary who was the Chinese chemist? Jin Lo (pg. 68)

12. In the book The Apothecary after smelling the herbs of truth who did Benjamin say he liked or fancied? Sarah Pennington (pg. 77)

13. In the book The Apothecary who did Mr. Shiskin say the man with the scar was? A member of the Stasi, the East German secret police working for the Russians (pg. 85)

14. In the book The Apothecary what did the capsule that Mr. Shiskin take do? It made him mute (pg. 87)

15. In the book The Apothecary how did Janie, Benjamin and Pip escape from the roof of Turnbull Hall? They drank an elixir that turned them into birds (pgs. 139-143)

16. In the book The Apothecary who was the prisoner the Janie, Benjamin and Pip found in the bunker? Jin Lo (pg. 178)

17. In the book The Apothecary who saved Janie and Benjamin from the ocean? Hirra (pg. 326)

18. In the book The Apothecary where was the Soviet Union testing a new weapon? In Nova Zembla (pg. 337)

19. In the book The Apothecary what did the champagne that Pip, Janie and her parent drunk make them do? Lose their memories of the past three weeks (pg. 345)
20. In the book The Apothecary who was cast as the youngest member of the Merry Men on the Robin Hood show? Pip (pg. 350)

21. In the book The Apothecary what was the apothecary’s name? Marcus Burrows (pg. 351)
1. In the book The Apothecary where did Janie live before moving to London? 
Los Angeles, California (pg. 1)

2. In the book The Apothecary what did Janie’s parents do for a living? They were writers for television shows. (pg. 2)

3. In the book The Apothecary who were the men in the car that followed Janie from school in Los Angeles? U.S marshals (pg. 8)

4. In the book The Apothecary what school did Janie attend in London? St. Beden’s School (pg. 18)

5. In the book The Apothecary who was Janie’s Latin teacher? Mr. Danby (pg. 20)

6. In the book The Apothecary what television show were Janie’s parents writing for in London? Robin Hood (pg. 10)

7. In the book The Apothecary who was Benjamin Burrows’s father? The apothecary (pg. 29)

8. In the book The Apothecary who passed secret messages to people in the park? Leonid Shiskin (pg. 44)

9. In the book The Apothecary what was the name of the book that Benjamin had to keep safe? The Pharmacopoeia (pg. 56)
10. In the book The Apothecary where were Janie and Benjamin hiding when the Germans came to the apothecary? The cellar (pg. 56)

11. In the book The Apothecary who was the Chinese chemist? Jin Lo (pg. 68)

12. In the book The Apothecary after smelling the herbs of truth who did Benjamin say he liked or fancied? Sarah Pennington (pg. 77)

13. In the book The Apothecary who did Mr. Shiskin say the man with the scar was? A member of the Stasi, the East German secret police working for the Russians (pg. 85)

14. In the book The Apothecary what did the capsule that Mr. Shiskin take do? It made him mute (pg. 87)

15. In the book The Apothecary how did Janie, Benjamin and Pip escape from the roof of Turnbull Hall? They drank an elixir that turned them into birds (pgs. 139-143)

16. In the book The Apothecary who was the prisoner the Janie, Benjamin and Pip found in the bunker? Jin Lo (pg. 178)

17. In the book The Apothecary who saved Janie and Benjamin from the ocean? Hirra (pg. 326)

18. In the book The Apothecary where was the Soviet Union testing a new weapon? In Nova Zembla (pg. 337)

19. In the book The Apothecary what did the champagne that Pip, Janie and her parent drunk make them do? Lose their memories of the past three weeks (pg. 345)
20. In the book The Apothecary who was cast as the youngest member of the Merry Men on the Robin Hood show? Pip (pg. 350)

21. In the book The Apothecary what was the apothecary’s name? Marcus Burrows (pg. 351)
1. In the book *The Apothecary* where did Janie live before moving to London?

   Los Angeles, California (pg. 1)

2. In the book *The Apothecary* what did Janie’s parents do for a living? They were writers for television shows. (pg. 2)

3. In the book *The Apothecary* who were the men in the car that followed Janie from school in Los Angeles? U.S marshals (pg. 8)

4. In the book *The Apothecary* what school did Janie attend in London? St. Beden’s School (pg. 18)

5. In the book *The Apothecary* who was Janie’s Latin teacher? Mr. Danby (pg. 20)

6. In the book *The Apothecary* what television show were Janie’s parents writing for in London? Robin Hood (pg. 10)

7. In the book *The Apothecary* who was Benjamin Burrows’s father? The apothecary (pg. 29)

8. In the book *The Apothecary* who passed secret messages to people in the park? Leonid Shiskin (pg. 44)

9. In the book *The Apothecary* what was the name of the book that Benjamin had to keep safe? The Pharmacopoeia (pg. 56)
10. In the book The Apothecary where were Janie and Benjamin hiding when the Germans came to the apothecary? The cellar (pg. 56)

11. In the book The Apothecary who was the Chinese chemist? Jin Lo (pg. 68)

12. In the book The Apothecary after smelling the herbs of truth who did Benjamin say he liked or fancied? Sarah Pennington (pg. 77)

13. In the book The Apothecary who did Mr. Shiskin say the man with the scar was? A member of the Stasi, the East German secret police working for the Russians (pg. 85)

14. In the book The Apothecary what did the capsule that Mr. Shiskin take do? It made him mute (pg. 87)

15. In the book The Apothecary how did Janie, Benjamin and Pip escape from the roof of Turnbull Hall? They drank an elixir that turned them into birds (pgs. 139-143)

16. In the book The Apothecary who was the prisoner the Janie, Benjamin and Pip found in the bunker? Jin Lo (pg. 178)

17. In the book The Apothecary who saved Janie and Benjamin from the ocean? Hirra (pg. 326)

18. In the book The Apothecary where was the Soviet Union testing a new weapon? In Nova Zembla (pg. 337)

19. In the book The Apothecary what did the champagne that Pip, Janie and her parent drunk make them do? Lose their memories of the past three weeks (pg. 345)
20. In the book The Apothecary who was cast as the youngest member of the Merry Men on the Robin Hood show? Pip (pg. 350)

21. In the book The Apothecary what was the apothecary’s name? Marcus Burrows (pg. 351)
The Apothecary

1. In the book The Apothecary, where is Janie and her family living at the beginning of the story? **Los Angeles pg 1**
2. In the book The Apothecary, what are Janie’s parents’ names? **Marjorie and David Scott pg 2**
3. In the book The Apothecary, what were the first two radio shows Janie’s parents worked on? **Fireside Theater and I Love Lucy pg 2**
4. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of Janie’s High School in California? **Hollywood High pg 3**
5. In the book The Apothecary, what room did Janie feel safest in at her house? **The kitchen pg 7**
6. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of Janie’s favorite restaurant in California? **Musso and Frank’s pg 7**
7. In the book The Apothecary, who did Janie’s parents say were following them when they were living in California? **U.S Marshalls, the government pg 8**
8. In the book The Apothecary, where did Janie’s parents say they were moving to? **London pg 8**
9. In the book The Apothecary, why did Janie’s parents want to move to London? **To work for Olivia Wolff pg 10**
10. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of the show Janie’s parents were working on in London? **Robin Hood pg 10**
11. In the book The Apothecary, why did the landlady send Janie’s mom to the apothecary for? **Hot Water Bottles pg 15**
12. In the book The Apothecary, what is an apothecary? **A pharmacy pg 15**
13. In the book The Apothecary, what did the painted signs over the apothecary say? **One said Apothecary and the other said Established 1871 pg 15**
14. In the book The Apothecary, what did the apothecary give Janie to help with her being homesick? **A brown powder called Aspen and some yellow powder called honeysuckle pg 17**
15. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of Janie’s new school on London? **St. bedens pg 18**
16. In the book The Apothecary, why did Janie stick out as being different the first day of school at St. Beden? **She didn’t have her uniform yet. Pg 19**
17. In the book The Apothecary, who was Janie’s Latin teacher? **Mr. Danby pg 19**
18. In the book The Apothecary, who did the secretary ask to escort Janie to her classes on the first day? **Sarah Pennington pg 20**
19. In the book The Apothecary, what did Sarah tell Janie about Mr. Danby? **Sarah thought he was dreaming. Pg 213**
20. In the book The Apothecary, what happen during lunch on Janie’s first day of school? **A bomb drill pg 25**
21. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of the Apothecary’s son? **Benjamin Burrows pg 26**
22. In the book The Apothecary, what did Benjamin’s father want him to be when he grew up? An Apothecary pg 30
23. In the book The Apothecary, why did Benjamin feel obligated to become an apothecary? The Society of Apothecary was paying for his school fees. Pg 33
24. In the book The Apothecary, why didn’t Benjamin get under the table during the bomb drill? He said it wouldn’t matter. It wouldn’t protect him. Pg 26
25. In the book The Apothecary, where did Benjamin want to take Janie the first time he asked her to meet him? Hyde Park pg 35
27. In the book The Apothecary, what did Janie’s mother bring home from Olivia Wolff’s daughter as a hand-me-down for Janie? A nightgown pg 42
28. In the book The Apothecary, what was the real reason Benjamin took Janie to the park? To watch the man on the bench with a wooden leg. Pg 43
29. In the book The Apothecary, whose father was in the park? Sergei Shiskin pg 44
30. In the book The Apothecary, who did Leonid Shiskin work for? The Soviet Embassy pg 44
31. In the book The Apothecary, who did Benjamin and Janie see meeting Mr. Shiskin in the park? Benjamin’s dad pg 52
32. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of the book Benjamin’s father gave him to hide? The Pharmacopoeia pg 56
33. In the book The Apothecary, where did Benjamin and Janie hide when the men came into the apothecary’s shop? In a hidden cellar. pg 56
34. In the book The Apothecary, what did the apothecary tell Benjamin and Janie to do with the Pharmacopoeia? Protect it and keep it safe. Pg 56
35. In the book The Apothecary, what happen to Benjamin’s mother? She was killed during a bombing raid. Pg 61
36. In the book The Apothecary, what was the Chelsea’s Physic Garden? A museum and nursery for medical plants. Pg 66
37. In the book The Apothecary, what was the first spell Benjamin and Janie try? The herb of truth. Pg 76
38. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of the Chinese chemist that worked with the apothecary? Jin Lo pg 69
39. In the book The Apothecary, what did Benjamin reveal after smelling the herb of truth? He like Sarah Pennington. Pg 77
40. In the book The Apothecary, how did Benjamin and Janie trick Sergie into letting them into his house? They said they were thinking of joining the science competition and needed a third person. Pg 80
41. In the book The Apothecary, what kind of bird did Janie change into? A robin. Pg 144
42. In the book The Apothecary, what kind of bird did Benjamin turn into? A skykar. Pg 141
43. In the book The Apothecary, even though it was dangerous why did Benjamin and Janie return to their school? To get the Pharmacopoeia from Sergie pg 147
44. In the book The Apothecary, who did Janie ask for help from? Mr. Danby pg 112
45. In the book The Apothecary, what did Jin Lo hide in the garden for Benjamin and Janie? The transformative elixir. Pg 93
46. In the book The Apothecary, who helped Janie and Benjamin escape from the jail? Pip pg 132
47. In the book The Apothecary, what did Pip use to open up the jail doors for Benjamin and Janie? A safety pin. Pg 126
48. In the book The Apothecary, what was the name of the boat that children tried to stow away on? King Olaf pg 239,240
49. In the book The Apothecary, who was the skipper of King Olaf? Captain Norberg pg 241
50. In the book The Apothecary, who was Mr. Danby’s driver? The man with scar. Pg 131
1. In the book, because of mr. terupt what was the name of the school?  
   Page 4  Snow Hill School
2. In the book, because of mr. terupt what grade does Mr. Terupt teach?  
   Page 5  5th grade
3. In the book, because of mr. terupt what book was Jessica reading on the first day of school?  
   Page 6  A Wrinkle in Time
4. In the book, because of mr. terupt what is a dollar word?  
   Page 8  letters in word must add up to $1.00....each letter a number value
5. In the book, because of mr. terupt who lives on a farm?  
   Page 17  Danielle
6. In the book, because of mr. terupt what made the fire marshal made?  
   Page 33  He wanted Mr. Terupt to take down the word posters (fire hazard)  
   And Mr. Terupt refused.
7. In the book, because of mr. terupt whose plant was the only one to survive the plant project?  
   Page 36  Anna and Danielle
8. In the book, because of mr. terupt what does Mrs. Williams do when there is some big surprise coming?  
   Page 19  She winks
9. In the book, because of mr. terupt what was Mr. Terupt big math project in November?  
   Page 51  figure out the number of blades of grass in the soccer field
10. In the book, because of mr. terupt who did Mr. Terupt say was acting like the meanest girl he'd seen?  
    Page 90  Alexia (Lexi)
11. In the book, because of mr. terupt what is Jeffery's secret?  
    Page 93  he had a brother, Michael who had down syndrome and leukemia....his parents had Jeffery to help save Michael with stem cell
12. In the book, because of mr. terupt what is the chain used for?  
    Page 107  class reward system...chain added for each good day the class has
13. In the book, because of mr. terupt what reward did the class want?  
    Page 110  a snow play day
14. In the book, because of mr. terupt how many links were in the chain?  
    Page 114  27
15. In the book, because of mr. terupt who threw the snowball that put Mr. Terupt in a coma?  
    Page 140  Peter
16. In the book, because of mr. terupt who drives the red for truck?  
    Page 158 Charlie, Danielle’s brother
17. In the book, because of mr. terupt who is leaving the Collaborative Class for a regular education class?
   Page 196  James

18. In the book, because of mr. terupt who went to visit Anna’s mother?
   Page 208  Charlie

19. In the book, because of mr. terupt why did Charlie go to visit Terri?
   a. Page 208 To ask for forgiveness over the way he treated her in high school

20. In the book, because of mr. terupt when did Mr. Terupt return to school?
   a. Page 252 The last day of school

21. In the book, because of mr. terupt what special news did Mrs. Williams have for the class on the last day of school?
   a. Page 254 They would be looping to 6th grade with Mr. Terupt and the whole class
Because of Mr. Terupt

1. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, who is the author?  
   Rob Buyea

2. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what is the name of the school?  Pg. 4  
   Snow Hill School

3. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, who is the principal of the school?  Pg. 5  
   Mrs. Williams

4. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what was the first math project Mr. Terupt assigned to the class?  Pg. 8  
   To find “Dollar Words”. Words that equaled one dollar when you added up their letter values.

5. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what happened when Luke started mixing chemicals up to feed their plant during the science project?  Pg. 30  
   Smoke started billowing up and the fire alarm went off

6. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, why did Danielle’s mom and Grandma want her to stay away from Anna?  Pg. 45  
   Because Anna comes from a bad family and she’ll be a bad influence

7. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what book did Mr. Terupt want the class to read before visiting the Collaborative Classroom?  Pg. 57-58  
   The Summer of the Swans

8. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what is the teacher’s name in the Collaborative Classroom?  Pg. 60  
   Miss Kelsey
9. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what did Jessica and Jeffrey decide to make to help people learn about Ramadan? Pg. 81
   A trivia game

10. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, during a “class meeting”, what did Mr. Terupt pass around to give the students permission to speak? Pg. 107
    A microphone

11. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, who threw the snowball that injured Mr. Terupt? Pg. 126
    Peter

12. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, why was Anna’s mom surprised when Charlie dropped Danielle off at her house to go and visit Mr. Terupt? Pg. 157
    Because Charlie was still driving the “same old red farm truck” from years ago

13. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, how did Alexia get to the hospital to see Mr. Terupt? Pg. 171
    She rode her bicycle

14. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what is the name of Mr. Terupt’s doctor? Pg. 181
    Dr. Wilkins

15. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, how did the dent get in Charlie’s truck door? Pg 205
    Anna’s mom kicked it when she got mad at him when they were still in high school

16. In the book *Because of Mr. Terupt*, what is the room number of Mr. Terupt’s classroom? Pg. 215
    Room 202
17. In the book *[Because of Mr. Terupt]*, who did Jessica’s mom say was at fault for Mr. Terupt’s accident? Pg. 239
   
   Mr. Terupt

18. In the book *[Because of Mr. Terupt]*, who is the only person really close to Mr. Terupt? Pg. 245

   Ms. Newberry

19. In the book *[Because of Mr. Terupt]*, in Jessica’s Final Act, Scene 2, why did all the students rush out of their seats? Pg. 252

   Mr. Terupt walked in

20. In the book *[Because of Mr. Terupt]*, what did Mr. Terupt whisper in Peter’s ear on the last day of school when he was finally able to return to work? Pg. 266

   “It’s OK Peter. I forgive you.”

21. In the book *[Because of Mr. Terupt]*, what announcement did Mrs. Williams make to the class before she left the students with Mr. Terupt on the last day of school? Pg. 254

   That they would be looping to 6th grade with Mr. Terupt
Because of Mr. Terupt

1. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what did Mr. Terupt say he was going to have to call Peter if he continued to go to the bathroom so much? Mr. Peebody or Peter the Pee-er. 2
2. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was the name of the school? Snow Hill School 4
3. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was Mr. Terupt’s first math assignment? Making dollar words. 8
4. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, who did Anna say was her best friend? Her mom 19
5. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was the name of the teacher in the class that Mr. Terupt worked with? Miss Kelsey 60
6. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was James’s unusual ability? Farms 70, he could tell you a number without counting 77, he knew how many utensils were on the table 61
7. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what did Mr. Terupt say the students needed to do about Alexia? Stand up to her 82
8. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what happened to Mrs. Williams when she came into Mr. Terupt’s room? She fell in a puddle of water. 87
9. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was the cause of Jeffrey’s brother, Michael’s, death? He had Down syndrome and leukemia. 93
10. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was Anna’s mom’s name? Terri 103
11. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what did Mrs. William’s give special permission for? The students could go outside and play in the snow as long as they had snow pants and hats and gloves. 110
12. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, how did Jessica almost ruin the snow day? She didn’t have any snow pants. 113
13. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was Danielle’s brother’s name? Charlie 158
14. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what do Danielle and Anna’s mother have in common? Art 160

15. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, who was visiting Mr. Terupt the first time Jessica went to see him? Alexia 168

16. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, who was able to tell the doctors about Mr. Terupt’s past experience with wrestling? Ms. Newberry 183

17. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, why didn’t the doctors know anything about Mr. Terupt’s past? There was no one to contact. 183

18. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was the name of the substitute that took Mr. Terupt’s place? Mrs. Williams 187

19. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what news did Miss Kelsey give the class about James? He was leaving the school. 196

20. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what did James tell Peter at his going away party? It’s not your fault. 200

21. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, how did Charlie get a dent in his truck? Terri kicked it when they were younger. 205

22. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what was Charlie doing in the barn the morning Danielle talked to him? Milking the cows 208

23. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what did Jeffrey bring to the waiting room the day of Mr. Terupt’s surgery? The class microphone. 219

24. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what did Peter say during the surgery when the whole class was sharing? That it was all his fault and he was sorry. 226-227

25. In the book Because of Mr. Terupt, what did Mrs. Williams tell the class on the last day of school? That they would be looping with Mr. Terupt 254-255
Because of Mr. Terupt

1. What was the only kind of concoction you could not feed your plant for the plant experiments?  
   A: something that would spoil and stink p. 26

2. Why did the fire department have to come to the school?  
   A: Luke mixed up something to feed his plant that started smoking p. 27

3. Why didn't Anna want to put her plant into the box?  
   A: she didn't want to hurt/kill it p. 34

4. What happened after Anna & Danielle's plant grew to the ceiling?  
   A: it was knocked off the windowsill p. 36

5. What book was Jessica reading when she went to go talk to Danielle?  
   A: Where The Red Fern Grows p. 39

6. In November, what did Mr. Terupt want the students to find out the number of?  
   A: blades of grass on the soccer field p.51

7. What was James counting in the collaborative classroom?  
   A: utensils for the cafeteria p. 61

8. What does Alexia want to take to put on Emily in the collaborative classroom?  
   A: lip gloss p. 74

9. What kind of fives did James give Peter?  
   A: low fives p. 78

10. What did Peter put all over the bottoms of Luke's shoes?  
    A: Elmer's glue p. 85

11. What happened to Mrs. Williams when she came into Mr. Terupt's classroom?  
    A: she slipped on a water puddle and fell down p. 87

12. What did the students have to have to speak in a class meeting in Mr. Terupt's room?  
    A: the microphone p. 107

13. How does Mr. Terupt always end class meetings?  
    A: by saying meeting adjourned" p. 109

14. How did Luke help Jessica so the class could play in the snow?  
    A: he let her borrow his sister's snow pants p. 113

15. How many links did it take for the chain to hit the floor?  
    A: 27 p. 114

16. What happened after Peter threw the snowball?  
    A: it hit Mr. Terupt and he went into a coma p. 147

17. What kind of vehicle did Danielle's brother, Charlie drive?  
    A: a dented red truck p.

18. Why was there a surprise party for James?  
    A: because he was leaving to go to another school p. 197
19. What did Jeffrey bring with him to the hospital when Mr. Terupt was having brain surgery? A: the class microphone p. 219

20. What was the big surprise on the last day of school? A: Mr. Terupt returned p. 252
“Because of Mr. Terupt”  
By Rob Buyea

1. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, where did Jessica move from?  
   A: California  pg. 4 (soft cover)

2. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, who was the Dollar Word champ? How many words did he/she have?  
   A: Luke/54  pg. 11 (paperback)

3. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, how did the dent get on Charlie’s truck?  
   A: Anna’s mom kicked it  pg. 208 (paperback)

4. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, Mr. Terupt’s class completed a dollar word assignment, what was their second math assignment?  
   A: Figure out the number of blades of grass on the soccer field  pg. 51 (paperback)

5. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, Mr. Terupt assigned his class to read a book and complete a special activity. What was the special activity?  
   A: Visit the collaboration classroom  pg. 58 (paperback)

6. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what was Anna and Jessica’s job when they were in the collaboration classroom?  
   A: Help James sort utensils for the cafeteria  pg. 61 (paperback)

7. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, why can’t Danielle be friends with Anna?  
   A: Because she might be a bad influence  pg. 45 (paperback)

8. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what happened when Luke mixed his plant food concoction?  
   A: It began to smoke and set off the fire alarms  pg. 30 (paperback)

9. In the book “Because of Mr. Terrupt”, what did the students decide to do on their free day?  
   A: Spend the first half inside playing games and the second half outside in the snow  pg. 109 (paperback)

10. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, who guessed the correct number of links in the class reward chain and what was their prize?  
    A: Anna and Peter/ homework passes  pg. 115 (paperback)

11. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what happened to Mr. Terupt when the class went out to play in the snow?  
    A: Peter threw a snowball that hit him on the head (temporal region) and cracked his skull  pg. 140/181 (paperback)

12. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what school did the students attend?
13. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what was wrong with Micheal, Jeffrey’s brother?
   A: He had Down Syndrome and leukemia  pg. 93 (paperback)

14. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, how did the doctors find out about Mr. Terupt’s wrestling days?
   A: Ms. Newberry    pg. 183 (paperback)

15. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, while in the fourth grade, what did Jeffrey give his brother Micheal?
   A: Bone Marrow  pg. 93 (paperback)

16. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what happened on the last day of school?
   A: Mr. Terupt came to school    pg. 252 (paperback)

17. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what news did Mrs. Williams and Mr. Terupt share with the class on the last day of school?
   A: Mr. Terupt will loop with his class to sixth grade  pg. 254 (paperback)

18. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what did Jeffrey do when the doctor came into the lobby after Mr. Terupt’s surgery?
   A: Hyperventilate  pg. 221 (paperback)

19. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, who assumed responsibility of Mr. Terupt’s class while he was in the hospital?
   A: Mrs. Williams   pg. 187 (paperback)

20. In the book “Because of Mr. Terupt”, what did Mr. Terupt suffer from while wrestling?
   A: Concussions    pg. 181 (paperback)
Questions for: Better Than Weird by Anna Kerz

1. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Aaron Waite’s grandmother tell him? Gran told Aaron that his dad was coming to see him after 8 years away and Dad was bringing a surprise. P 3

2. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Tufan say that Aaron’s dad would do when he came back? Tufan told Aaron that his dad would take one look at him and disappear again. P 4

3. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Aaron keep in the cardboard box under his bed? His pet toad, Buddy p 7

4. In the book, Better Than Weird, how did Aaron accidentally embarrass Tufan on the school announcements? Aaron forgot to turn off the microphone when he told Tufan’s grandmother he would give Tufan his lunch and tell him to eat slowly because it was better for his digestion. P 20

5. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Tufan get angry with Aaron during the soccer-baseball game? Aaron accidentally kicked the ball hard into Tufan’s stomach p 23

6. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Ms. Matthews, the counselor, want to teach Aaron to do? She wanted him to “read” faces to get clues about what people were thinking and act appropriately p 25

7. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Aaron want to sing in the Christmas concert? His Gran said that his dad would like to come and hear him sing. P 31

8. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Karima get mad at Aaron? In front of her friends, he announced that Karima and Aaron were in love. P 49

9. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Aaron, his mom, and his dad move in with Gran? Aaron’s dad needed help taking care of Aaron since his mom was dying from cancer. P 66

10. In the book, Better Than Weird, what happened when Gran wanted Aaron to get rid of Buddy? Paul, who was Aaron’s “Big Brother” helped him build a vivarium with a screened top for Buddy p 70
11. In the book, Better Than Weird, after Aaron splashed mud and water from the icy puddle on him, what did Tufan tell Aaron on the playground? “Today’s the day you die.” P 84

12. In the book, Better Than Weird, what injury did Tufan cause Aaron to get? Aaron broke his arm running from Tufan and got a lump on his head where Tufan hit him with an icy snowball. P 95

13. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Aaron feel like he needed to talk to Tufan’s grandmother? He wanted to make her feel better, because she was sick, scared, and alone. P 96

14. What happened when Aaron helped Jeremy clean Mr. Collins’ aquarium? Aaron elbowed Jeremy in the nose trying to not give up the fish net and later her jerked his arm away from Jeremy, lost his balance and knocked the whole glass aquarium full of water to the floor. P 117

15. In the book, Better Than Weird, when Tufan and Aaron could not sing in the concert, what did Ms. Masilo suggest that they do instead? She wanted them to make an announcement asking the audience to turn off their cell phones. P 123

16. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Aaron’s mother, Sarah, blame herself for his behavior problems? She thought Aaron got sick because of the cancer treatments she took before she knew she was pregnant. P 140

17. In the book, Better Than Weird, where did Aaron’s dad, Liam, meet his new wife, Sophie? She was a nurse at the hospital where he went when he cut his leg. P 145

18. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Aaron do when he heard about his Gran’s cancer surgery? He hid in his closet. P 155

19. In the book, Better Than Weird, how did the iron pyrite keychain that Aaron’s father gave him end up in the icy slush? Tufan threw it into the puddle. P 165

20. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Aaron think his dad was taking him back to live with him in Dawson? Because his father kept saying “When we go back to Dawson…” P 185

21. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Tufan’s grandmother say about Aaron? She told Tufan that Aaron was a nice boy. P 195
22. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Dad tell Aaron that he and Gran could do when more rooms were built on the house in Dawson? Dad said Aaron and Gran could come to Dawson to visit.   P 206

23. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Dad and Sophie decide to name their baby daughter? They named her Fran after Aaron's grandmother.   P 206
Better Than Weird

1. Who is the author of Better Than Weird? Anna Kerz (cover)
2. In Better than Weird, what is Aaron’s full name? Aaron Stewart Waite (1)
3. In Better than Weird, what is the name of Aaron’s Big Brother? Paul (5)
4. In Better than Weird, what did Aaron keep in a cardboard box under his bed? A pet toad (7)
5. In Better than Weird, where did Jeremy come from? Nova Scotia (10)
6. In Better than Weird, what did Tufan’s grandmother want Aaron to tell Tufan? To eat slowly. It’s better for his digestion (16)
7. In Better than Weird, what happened when Aaron kicked the soccer ball? It hits Tufan in his middle (22)
8. In Better than Weird, who did Aaron go see every Tuesday before lunch? Karen, his counselor (Karen Matthews) 24
10. In Better than Weird, what did Ms. Masilo say Aaron’s singing sounded like? A car in need of a muffler (31)
11. In Better than Weird, who did Aaron offer to walk home? Karima (46)
12. In Better than Weird, when Aaron laughs, what do people say he’s imitating? A hyena (51)
13. In Better than Weird what was Aaron doing that splashed mud on Tufan? Jumping in icy puddles (56)
14. In Better than Weird, what project were Aaron and Jeremy working on in Aaron’s basement? A space city (60)
15. In Better than Weird, what did Aaron put in the box of bran flakes? Mealworms (65)
16. In Better than Weird, what did Paul help Aaron set up as a home for the toad? A vivarium (68)
17. In *Better than Weird*, what happened to Aaron’s mother? She died (78)

18. In *Better than Weird*, what happened when Aaron slipped on the ice in front of his house? Broke his arm (87/94)

19. In *Better than Weird*, which two students were asked not to sing but to do an introduction to the concert instead? Aaron and Tufan (125)

20. In *Better than Weird*, where did Aaron hide when he found out his father would be there any minute? His closet (129)

21. In *Better than Weird*, what was Aaron’s father’s surprise? His new wife, Sophie. (134)
Better than Weird

1. In the book, Better than Weird, what secret pet was Aaron keeping from Gram? A pet toad. P. 7

2. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Aaron forget to do on the 1<sup>st</sup> day of announcements? He forgot to turn off the mike. P. 19

3. In the book, Better than Weird, what happened when Aaron kicked the ball at recess? It hit Tufan’s middle causing him to gag (cough). P. 23

4. In the book, Better than Weird, what happened to Aaron during the rehearsal for the concert? Aaron fell off the back of the riser. P. 37-38

5. In the book, Better than Weird, Aaron offers to walk Karima home. When the girls tease that he likes her, what does Aaron tell them? It’s not Aaron and Karima, it’s Jeremy and Karima, or Jeremy loves Karima. P. 46

6. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Tufan do after Aaron splashed mud on his jacket? He threw two hard punches, grabbed his arm and twisted it behind Aaron’s back. P. 56

7. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Aaron do with the mealworms he brought home? Put them in Gram’s cornflakes. P. 65

8. In the book, Better than Weird, who is Paul? Aaron’s big brother. P. 68

9. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Paul bring for Aaron’s toad? An empty fish tank and other things to make a home for the toad. P. 69
10. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Gram tell Aaron about his dad coming back someday? His heart will mend and one day he’ll come back. P. 75
11. In the book, Better than Weird, what happened to Aaron’s mother? She died when he was young. P. 78
12. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Tufan tell Aaron during the big show? Today you die P. 84
13. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Aaron tell the nurse when she asked how her hurt his arm and head? He slipped on the walkway, and hit the pavement when he fell. P. 91-92
14. In the book, Better than Weird, why did Gram get rid of the TV? Because all Aaron wanted to do was sit and watch. She caught him watching a movie in the middle of the night. P. 98
15. In the book, Better than Weird, why did Aaron have to stay after school? Because he was missing his math page. P. 106
16. In the book, Better than Weird, why did Aaron feel sorry for Tufan? Because his Grandmother was in the hospital. P. 109
17. In the book, Better than Weird, what happened with the fish tank after school? Aaron became unbalanced and grabbed the tank on his way down-causing it to crash and wash over him and Jeremy. P. 117
18. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Tufan and Aaron do instead of singing at the concert? They created a poem (or rap) to remind people to turn off their phones. P. 211
19. In the book, Better than Weird, what did Aaron do when Grams told him his dad was coming from the airport? He too off running up the stairs straight to his closet.
20. In the book, Better than Weird, what was the surprise Aaron’s dad brought for him and gram? His wife Sophie and the fact that they were having a baby.
1. In the book, Better Than Weird, who is the author of the book? Anna Kerz
2. In the book, Better Than Weird, with whom did Aaron Waite live? His Gran p 1
3. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Dad tell Aaron? Dad said he was coming home before the end of November and bringing a surprise. p 3
4. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Aaron forget when he showered and got dressed? He forgot to use soap and to put on underwear. p 4
5. In the book, Better Than Weird, what nickname did Aaron’s classmates give him? Aaron Cantwait p 5
6. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Paul tell Aaron to make lists? To help Aaron organize his life. P 5
7. In the book, Better Than Weird, where did Aaron get food for his pet toad? He found bugs and dug worms from Gran’s compost bin p 7
8. In the book, Better Than Weird, who was Aaron’s best friend from school? Jeremy p 8
9. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Jeremy not want to listen to Aaron talk about his dad returning? Jeremy’s dad was dead p 12
10. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Tufan say after Aaron embarrassed him over the intercom? “You are dead meat.” P 12
11. In the book, Better Than Weird, who was the counselor who worked with Aaron? Ms. Karen Matthews p 24
12. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Ms. Masilo want Aaron to do during choir practice? Go to the library p 31
13. Why didn’t Ms. Masilo want Aaron in the winter concert? He had odd, unpredictable behavior and he couldn’t carry a tune. P 33
14. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Ms. Masilo not want Tufan in the winter concert? His voice was changing so it would break without notice p 37
15. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Jeremy suggest that Aaron do to not be so weird? He told Aaron to laugh so loud and to not laugh when things weren’t funny p 49
16. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Tufan do to Aaron after Aaron splashed him with water from the puddle? He punched Aaron 2 times and then twisted Aaron’s arm hard behind his back. P 56

17. In the book, Better Than Weird, when Aaron was little, what did Gran tell Aaron about his dad? She said his broken heart would mend and he would come back. P 75

18. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Tufan do when he followed Aaron home? Tufan chased Aaron, making him slip on the ice and fall. Then he hit him in the head with an “iceball.” P 93

19. In the book, Better Than Weird, who did Aaron see when he went to the emergency room? Tufan’s grandmother p 96

20. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did an angry Jeremy say to Aaron after the aquarium crashed, soaking them both? Jeremy called Aaron a loser and said, “We’re done.” P 119

21. In the book, Better Than Weird, how did Aaron, Tufan, and Mr. Collins decide to do the Christmas concert announcements? They wrote the announcements into verses using “The Night Before Christmas.” P 125

22. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Aaron do when Gran told him his father was on his way from the airport? He ran to his closet, squeezed into a corner and sat with his head on his knees. P 129

23. In the book, Better Than Weird, what was the surprise that his dad, Liam, brought? He brought his new, pregnant wife, Sophie. P 132

24. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Aaron’s dad say that he left Aaron 8 years ago? Aaron cried all the time, didn’t like to be touched, and when Aaron saw his dad after his mom’s funeral, he went from playing to screaming. P 141

25. In the book, Better Than Weird, what secret were Dad, Gran, and Sophie keeping from Aaron? Gran was going to have an operation to check for Thyroid Cancer. P 154

26. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did Aaron’s dad buy for him on the way to the hospital to pick Gran up? He bought Aaron a computer, a printer, and a webcam p 182
27. In the book, Better Than Weird, what did his dad finally admit was the reason he stayed away for 8 years? He had stayed drunk, couldn’t keep a job, and was ashamed for being a bad father, a bad son, and a bad husband. P 203

28. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Aaron think his dad didn’t want to take him to live in Dawson? Aaron thought his dad considered him too weird. P 205

29. In the book, Better Than Weird, why did Sophie say that Aaron could not come to live in Dawson? Their house was too small for her, dad, the baby, and Aaron, but they were going to add on to it. P 206

30. In the book, Better Than Weird, how did Mr. Collins get Aaron to stand still at the Christmas concert? He had Aaron wear a hat with bells on it. P 209
Breadcrumbs
by Anne Ursu

1. What happened with the weather right before Jack stopped talking to Hazel? It snowed. (p. 1)

2. With whom did Hazels’ mom want her to be friends? Adelaide (p. 8)

3. Who was Hazels’ best friend? Jack (p. 2)

4. Why did Hazel look different than her parents? She was adopted from another country. (p. 17)

5. Where, at school, did Jack always wait for Hazel at recess? By the big slide (p. 19)

6. What happened to Hazel and her mom the previous summer that had changed their lives? Hazel's dad had left. (p. 39)

7. What did Jack give Hazel to help with her sadness over her dad leaving? A baseball signed by Joe Mauer (p. 40)

8. How did Jack hurt his eye on the playground? A shard of a magical mirror fell from the sky and into his eye. (p. 71)

9. Who talked Jack into going into the woods with her? The White Witch (p. 109)

10. When Hazel went into the woods to find Jack, what sound followed her wherever she went? The ticking of the clock (p. 167)

11. What did the ugly, old woman, who cut Hazel’s face, want her to find? The swanskin (p. 186-188)

12. What happened to Ben’s sister? She was turned into a bird. (p. 200)

13. What animals kept following and guiding Hazel in the woods? Wolves (p. 196)

14. How did Ben tell Hazel to find the white witch and Jack? Follow the cold. (p. 203)

15. According to Ben, why would people want to go to the white witch? “Sometimes it seems like it would be easier to give yourself to the ice.” (p. 204)

16. How did the woodsman lose his daughter? She gave herself to dancing. (p. 218)

17. What did the couple near the village, in the woods, try to do to Hazel? Turn her into a rose (p. 242)

18. What did Hazel say that Jack was made of? Baseball and superheroes and castles (p. 288)

19. What did Hazel give back to Jack at the end of the story that helped him remember her? The Joe Mauer baseball (p. 294)

20. What present did Hazel’s mom leave on her bed stand? Ballet slippers (p. 311)
**Breadcrumbs**

*Reading Bowl Questions 2013-2014*

1. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, who is the author?  
   a. Anne Ursu
2. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, Hazel’s mother described snowflakes as having what kind of  
   symmetry?  
   a. Hexagonal (p.3)
   a. Minnesota (p.7)
4. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, why did Hazel have to go to Lovelace Elementary for 5th  
   grade?  
   a. Her dad moved away and they didn’t have the money to send her to her private  
   school anymore. (p.9)
   a. Narnia (The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe) (p.2) & A Wrinkle in Time (p.13),  
   Harry Potter (p.41), Alice in Wonderland (p.164)
6. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, how was Hazel different from other students physically?  
   a. She looked different and was adopted. (p.17)
7. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what had Hazel given Jack for his last birthday?  
   a. A black sketchbook (p.21)
8. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, who did Hazel’s mom want Hazel to be friends with?  
   a. Adelaide (a girl) (p.26)
9. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, who was making tube cookies at Adelaide’s house?  
   a. Uncle Martin (p.30)
10. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, where do Hazel and Jack secretly hang out?  
    a. In an old broken down house they called the shrieking shack. (p.41)
11. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what kind of place did Jack draw in his sketchbook?  
    a. A palace/fort where if someone went in no one would be able to find/notice  
    him. (p.45)
    a. Something flew in his eye (p.55)
13. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, why did Hazel throw a pencil box at Tyler?  
    a. He passed her a note saying that Jack being hurt was her fault and he called her  
    Crazy Hazy (p.56)
    a. A piece of a broken mirror created by Mal (71)
15. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, Mal is an evil creature whose real name has how many  
    syllables?  
    a. 47 (p.69)
16. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what effect did the piece of mirror in Jack’s eye have on him?  
    a. He was mean to Hazel and others (p.83 & 88)
17. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what three things did Hazel think Jack was "made of"?
   a. Superheroes, castles, and baseball (p.88)

18. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, who discovered that no two snowflakes are the same?

19. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, who took Jack into the woods?
   a. A white witch or Snow Queen (p.111 & 144)

20. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, where did Jack’s parents say he had gone?
   a. To help his dear elderly Aunt Beatrice (p.126)

   a. Tyler (p.144)

22. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, Hazel didn’t think she needed to leave a trail of Breadcrumbs because she had what?
   a. A compass (p.165)

23. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what animal did Hazel keep seeing along the path in the woods?
   a. Wolves (p.173)

   a. The woman with the swan skin (p.188)

25. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, who rescued Hazel from the swanskin witch?
   a. A boy named Ben (p.195)

26. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, Ben’s sister had been turned into what?
   a. A bird (p.204)

27. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, a couple wanted to help Hazel. They called her Rose and would have turned her into what had she not left?
   a. A flower (p.237)

28. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, to whom did Hazel give her coat, hat, and gloves?
   a. The little match girl (p.256)

29. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what did the witch do to Jack to help him forget his dreams?
   a. She gave him a kiss (p.265)

30. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, why did the witch say Jack was so important to Hazel?
   a. He made her feel like she belonged (p.279)

31. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what item did Hazel give to Jack to help him remember and want to come back home?
   a. His baseball autographed by Joe Mauer (p.293)

32. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, what sound did Hazel keep hearing throughout her time in the woods?
   a. Tick tock, tick tock (p.302)

33. In the book, *Breadcrumbs*, once Hazel got home from the woods, what present did her mom leave for her?
   a. A pair of ballet slippers (p.311)
1. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* why did Hazel have to go to a new school?  
   a. Page 9  her father had moved out during the summer and they did not have the money
2. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what game did Jack and Hazel play at recess?  
   a. Page 21  Superhero baseball
3. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what is Adelaide’s uncle?  
   a. Page 29  Martin
4. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what is the shrieking shack?  
   a. Page 41  old skeleton of a house tucked away in a field near the railroad track
5. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* who was blamed for something falling in Jack’s eye?  
   a. Page 53  Hazel
6. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what is Mal?  
   a. Page 69  A goblin who has green-brown skin, a froglike mouth, and sharp little teeth.
7. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what actually fell in Jack’s eye?  
   a. Page 71  a small piece of mirror from Mal
8. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* how did the Snow Queen appear to Jack?  
   a. Page 94  in a snow tornado
9. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what pulled the sled driven by the Snow Queen?  
   a. Page 110  a pack of horse size white wolves
10. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* where did Mr. and Mrs. Campbell say Jack was gone to?  
    a. Page 126  to leave with his dear elderly Aunt Bernice
11. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* why did Hazel have to go to the counselors office?  
    a. Page 134  because she threw a pencil box at a classmate because she was angry
12. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* who saw Jack leave with the Snow Queen?  
    a. Page 144  Tyler
13. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what was the first thing Hazel saw when she entered the snowy woods?  
    a. Page 160  a big gray wolf
    a. Page 164  Ravens
15. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what was left in the middle of the road after the woodsman passed?  
    a. Page 170  a pair of shiny red shoes with ribbons
16. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* where was Jack’s new home in the forest?  
    a. Page 265  on an ice floe in the middle of an inky lake
17. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what did Hazel set on fire to warm Jack up?  
    a. Page 293  her backpack
18. In the book, *Breadcrumbs* what did Hazel give to Jack to hold?  
    a. Page 293  a baseball signed by Joe Mauer
19. In the book, Breadcrumbs who picked up Hazel and Jack as they exited the woods?
   a. Page 308  Tyler’s mom

20. In the book, Breadcrumbs what did Hazel find on her bed stand?
   a. Page 311  a pair of pink ballet shoes with a note from her Mom.
Questions:

1) In the book Dancing Home, who are the authors? (title page) Alma Flor Ada and Gabriel M. Zubizarreta

2) In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie keep her eyes fixed on while waiting to see the principal? (p.1) a huge map

3) In the book Dancing Home, what did maps mean to Margie? (p.1) A promise that someday she would visit faraway places all over the world.

4) In the book Dancing Home, where did Margie not want to go? (p.2) Mexico

5) In the book Dancing Home, who is Lupe? (p.2) Margie’s cousin

6) In the book Dancing Home, why was Lupe put in Margie’s class at school, even though she spoke no English? (p.5) The Fifth Grade Bilingual class was overbooked.

7) In the book Dancing Home, what did Miss Jones find that Lupe was really good at? (p.10-11) Math Numbers
8) In the book Dancing Home, who asked Lupe to come live in California? (p.14) Tia Consuela, her aunt

9) In the book Dancing Home, how does Margie feel about trying to translate for Lupe? (p.24) She is frustrated and struggling to find the right words.

10) In the book Dancing Home, when a space opens up in the bilingual class, how does Margie feel? (p.24) She feels relieved.

11) In the book Dancing Home, who were braceros? (p.30) Mexican seasonal workers who came to do farm work in the U.S.

12) In the book Dancing Home, although Lupe felt more comfortable in her new class, what was particularly frustrating for her? (p.34) Doing her homework in English.

13) In the book Dancing Home, who is the new student that moves into Margie’s class? (p.43) Camille

14) In the book Dancing Home, what is Camille’s passion in life? (p.45) Dolphins

15) In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie and Camille become on Tuesday and Wednesday after school? (p.52) Library helpers
16) In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie say was her old friend? (p.53) The dictionary

17) In the book Dancing Home, how does Margie feel about Lupe in front of Camille? (p.55) She feels ashamed.

18) In the book Dancing Home, Christmas made Margie feel more American than ever, but Christmas was different this year. How? (p.60) They were having a Nativity Scene instead of a Christmas tree.

19) In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie realize about not getting her iPod? (p.68) That her parents had two girls to buy for now and it would be harder for them to do so.

20) In the book Dancing Home, what did Camille ask Margie hadn’t she figured out yet about being American? (p.73) That the United States is made up of all different kinds of people.

21) In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie learn from her day at the Marine Park and write in her journal? (p.81) That being happy helps people learn languages and do other things better.

22) In the book Dancing Home, what was Lupe interested in especially after riding on one? (p.83) Elephants

23) In the book Dancing Home, whom did Lupe make friends with? (p.84) Jessica
24) In the book Dancing Home, what was Jessica’s favorite animal? (p. 85) Sea Dragons

25) In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie’s dad bring her mother? (p.95) He brought her daisies, her favorite flower.

26) In the book Dancing Home, who came to stay with Margie’s family? (p.100) Juan, Lupe’s father.

27) In the book Dancing Home, after listening to her father’s errors and encouragement to live her own life free of his mistakes, what did Lupe say to her father? (p.111) It’s easy to make mistakes; what’s very hard is to admit them.

28) In the book Dancing Home, Juan asked that Lupe come be a part of his new family. What was her reply? (p.114) I love you Papa, but I would rather live with my new family here.

29) In the book Dancing Home, what unexpected surprise did Lupe’s mother send for Margie? (p.125) A dress she made her for the dance.

30) In the book Dancing Home, how did Lupe surprise Margie at the dance? (p.129) By reading the poem “A Margarita” to the audience.

31) In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie learn during the dance? (p.133) Who you are is not where you are born, but what is in your heart.
Dancing Home

1. In the book Dancing Home, why was Margie embarrassed of her cousin Lupe?
   
   P 2: She was wearing a fancy organza dress and didn’t speak English.

2. In the book Dancing Home, where was Margie born?
   
   P 10: Texas.

3. In the book Dancing Home, who bullied Margie about being Hispanic?
   
   P 26: John and Paul.

4. In the book Dancing Home, why didn’t Margie wear her hair in braids any longer?
   
   P 32: She convinced her mother to let her get a perm so she would have more American hair.

5. In the book Dancing Home, what afterschool group does Lupe join?
   
   P 41: Folklorico dance group.

6. In the book Dancing Home, what was the name of the new student in Margie’s class?
   
   P 43: Camille.

7. In the book Dancing Home, what is Camille’s passion in life?
   
   P 45: Dolphins.

8. In the book Dancing Home, what do Margie and Camille do afterschool while waiting for Lupe to finish with the Folklorico group?
   
   P 52: They are library helpers—putting books away and checking that the books were in the right place on the shelves.

9. In the book Dancing Home, how did Margie’s family change their Christmas celebration to make Lupe feel more at home?
   
   P 60: They had a Nacimiento (Nativity Scene) instead of a Christmas tree.

10. In the book Dancing Home, what are the names of the los Reyes Magos’ names?
    
    P 63: Melchor, Gaspar, and Blatasar.

11. In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie want for Christmas that she did not receive?
    
    P 68: an iPod.
12. In the book Dancing Home, where are Camille’s grandparents from?
   
   P 73: Cuba and Peru

13. In the book Dancing Home, what was Lupe’s wildest dream that came true?

   P 80: riding on an elephant

14. In the book Dancing Home, what did Margie want to tell her uncle?

   P 105: She wanted to ask why he had behaved poorly to Lupe, and she wanted to tell him that if he left without telling Lupe she would be very hurt.

15. In the book Dancing Home, what was Lupe’s little sister’s name?

   P 108: Xochitl

16. In the book Dancing Home, what farewell gift did Margie’s parents give Juan?

   P 117: a guitar to replace the one stolen in Chicago

17. In the book Dancing Home, what was in the large package that was delivered to Lupe?

   P 124: two dresses made by Lupe’s mother...one for Lupe and one for Margie

18. In the book Dancing Home, what does Camille tell John when he teases Margie at the Cinco de Mayo dance?

   P 127: Better leave her alone, find new jokes in a joke book at the library

19. In the book Dancing Home, what poem did Lupe recite at the Cinco de Mayo dance?

   P 129: A Margarita

20. In the book Dancing Home, Who wrote the poem “A Margarita”?

   P 139: Ruben Dario
A DOG’S WAY HOME

By Bobby Pyron

1- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, who is the author? Bobbie Byron, (cover)

2- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, how old is Abby? 11 years old (p. 2)

3- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, what season of the year did Tam get lost? Fall (p. 15)

4- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, what bone did Abby break? Ankle (p. 13)

5- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, what animal did Tam first befriend in the wood? a coyote (p. 60)

6- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, what special gift did MeeMaw have? The gift of sight (p. 68)

7- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, who first rescued Tam after he had been shot? Ivy (p. 131)

8- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, what name did Madison call Abby at school? Hillbilly (p. 136)

9- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, what caused the abscess on Tam’s face? A porcupine quill (p. 132)

10- In the book, A Dog’s Way Home, what kind of treat did Tam receive at the bank? A dog biscuit (p. 163)
11- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, from where did Shetland Sheepdogs come? From Scotland (p. 164)

12- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, what name did Ivy give Tam? Sam (p. 165)

13- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, what game did Abby convince her Nashville friends to play at recess? Dodge ball (p. 167)

14- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, how did Abby plan to get from Nashville to Craggy Gardens in order to find Tam, towards the end of the book? Hitchhike (p. 299)

15- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, how did Cheyenne arrange to help Abby get to Craggy Gardens? By Limo (p. 304)

16- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, who rescued Abby when she struggled through the ice and snow on her way to Craggy Gardens? Her parents (p. 313)

17- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, who were Abby’s two best friends? Olivia and Cheyenne (p.125 and 193)

18- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, how was Tam finally identified at Watauga Animal Shelter in Blowing Rock, NC? By Tam’s micro chip (p. 244)

19- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, what did Abby’s dad do for a job? A singer in a band (p. 11)

20- In the book, **A Dog’s Way Home**, what caused Tam and Abby to become separated? A car accident (p. 11)
1. In the book *A Dog's Way Home*, what type of dog is Tam?  
   A Shetland sheepdog. Pg. 2

2. In the book *A Dog's Way Home*, where did Abby and Tam live (name the town and state).  
   Harmony Gap, North Carolina Pg. 2

3. In the book *A Dog's Way Home*, just after the accident, Abby’s father assured her Tam would be found quickly because of 3 reasons. What were they?  
   Tam had ID tags on, he was micro chipped and he was secure in his crate. Pg. 14

4. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, Abby described her closest friend as the littlest, shyest and smartest girl in the 6th grade. What was her first and last name? Olivia Buttars. Pg. 31

5. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, What was the name of Abby’s father’s band?  
   The Clear Creek Boys. Pg. 45.

6. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, when Tam was chasing the raven, what did he run into?  
   A black bear. Pg. 56.

7. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, what special ability does Abby’s grandmother have?  
   She has The Sight, the ability to see things others can’t. Pg. 68

8. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, what happened to Tam when he tried to cross the James River and how did the coyote help?  
   He almost drowned and when he did make it to the shore, the coyote wrapped herself around him to keep him warm. Pg. 79

9. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, WHEN Abby’s father got a recording contract, name the city and state to which they were going to move?  
   To Nashville, Tennessee. Pg. 97

10. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, what was the name of the girl at Abby’s new school who dressed on black and was the daughter of a famous country singer?  
    Cheyenne Rivers. Pg.137

11. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, who found Tam after he had been shot and what did she do for him?  
    Ivey, and she nursed him back to health (or feed and took care of his wounds). Pg. 146

12. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, what name was Tam given by the lady who treated his gunshot wound?  
    Sam. Pg. 165

13. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, what game did Abby get her class to play at recess instead of everyone standing around looking at their phones?  
    Dodge ball. Pg. 167

14. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, When Abby rescued Cheyenne’s dog, how did she do it?  
    She made Dusty, the dog, think it was a game of chase by running backwards and clapping and them getting low to the ground. Pg. 189.

15. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, what did Abby say her dad had to follow when he went out on the road with his band, and what did he mean by it?  
    His north star, the something that gives them a reason to go on. Pg. 231
16. In the book *A Dog's Way Home*, what did Cheyenne’s brother want to be when he grew up, and what is it?
A cartographer, a person who makes maps. Pg. 228

17. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, when Tam was caught by Animal Control after getting into the garbage cans, how did the lady there know Tam belonged to Abby?
She scanned him for a microchip. Pg. 244

18. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, what kind of animal did the rangers at Craggy Garden’s think they were trying to catch?
A fox. Pg. 296

19. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, who drives Abby and Cheyenne to find Tam at Craggy Gardens’?
Mr. Richard, Cheyenne’s limo driver. Pg. 304

20. In the book *A Dog’s Way Home*, What was sitting on the “tunnel” Tam was in that helped Abby find him?
A big black crow. Pg. 315
A Dog’s Way Home

1. Who is the author of A Dog’s Way Home? Bobbie Pyron
2. What does Megan Smoot call Tam? Sam pg 4
3. What were Tam and Abby trying to win at the beginning of the book? Southeast Virginia Junior Agility Championship pg 2
4. Where were Tam and Abby from? Harmony Gap, North Carolina pg 2
5. Who was Abby’s close friend in Harmony Gap? Olivia pg 31
6. When Tam was hiding in the bathroom, what did the man mistake him for? A fox pg 41
7. Who surprised Abby at the bus station? Mama pg 48
8. What city did Abby buy a bus ticket for? Asheville, North Carolina pg 46
9. What chased Tam into a hollow log? A bear pg 56
10. When Tam came out of the hollow log, who did he meet? The coyote pg 60
11. In which direction did Tam keep heading? South pg 99
12. What did the coyote pull from Tam’s face? Porcupine quills pg 103
13. When Abby didn’t want to move with her parents, what did Olivia say? “At least you have parents. I’d follow mine to the ends of the earth if they were still alive” pg 108
14. What did the coyote step in? A metal trap pg 111
15. What happened to the coyote after Tam left to get water? She was shot pg 112
16. What is the name of Abby’s new school? Jesse Rogers Middle School pg 123
17. Who found Tam after he had been shot? Ivy Calhoun pg 130
18. What is the name of the girl at Abby’s new school, who has a famous Daddy? Cheyenne Rivers pg 137
19. What did Ivy Calhoun call Tam? Sam pg 165
20. What is the name of Cheyenne’s dog? Dusty pg 190
In the book *The Familiars*, who are the authors?
Adam Jay Epstein and Andrew Jacobson

In the book *The Familiars*, before Aldwyn became a familiar, what town did he live in?
Bridgetower
Pg. 2

In the book *The Familiars*, who was the ruler?
Queen Loranella
Pg. 2

In the book *The Familiars*, what was Aldwyn trying to steal?
A fish
Pg. 6

In the book *The Familiars*, what was the name of the bounty hunter chasing Aldwyn?
Grimslade
Pg. 10

In the book *The Familiars*, what were the canines chasing Aldwyn called?
Shadow hounds
Pg. 14
In the book *The Familiars*, what type of animal told Aldwyn to get into a cage in the shop?
A lemur
Pg. 23

In the book *The Familiars*, what is the name of the boy Kalstaff brought into the shop?
Jack
Pg. 24

In the book *The Familiars*, what is the name of the country Aldwyn lives in?
Vastia
Pg. 26

In the book *The Familiars*, what’s the name of the wizard that brings Jack to the familiar shop?
Kalstaff
Pg. 26

In the book *The Familiars*, what are the familiars’ companions called?
Loyals
Pg. 27

In the book *The Familiars*, what type of familiar changed Jack to the size of 1 inch?
A riding Lizard
Pg. 29

In the book *The Familiars*, what type of powers does the shopkeeper think Aldwyn has?
Telekinesis
Pg. 31
In the book *The Familiars*, where do Jack and Kalstaff live?

Stone Runlet

Pg. 37

In the book *The Familiars*, what are the names of the other two wizards that live with Kalstaff?

Marianne and Dalton

Pg. 38

In the book *The Familiars*, what type of animal was Dalton’s familiar?

A bluejay

Pg. 38

In the book *The Familiars*, what type of animal was Marianne’s familiar?

Red-eyed tree frog

Pg. 38

In the book *The Familiars*, what is Dalton’s familiar’s name?

Skylar

Pg. 39

In the book *The Familiars*, what is Marianne’s familiar’s name?

Gilbert

Pg. 41

In the book *The Familiars*, who did Kalstaff help to defeat?

The Dead Army Uprising

Pg. 43
In the book *The Familiars*, what did Aldwyn see when he went to bathe in the stream/runlet?
Swimming eyeballs
Pg. 47

In the book *The Familiars*, What items did Kalstaff need to conjure a fire spirit?
Juniper berries and sage leaves
Pg. 54

In the book *The Familiars*, What type of berries did Aldwyn mistakenly pick?
Storm berries
Pg. 55

In the book *The Familiars*, what are border monsters called?
Gundabeasts
Pg. 60

In the book *The Familiars*, what did Kalstaff call the spell that allowed Aldwyn and Jack talk to each other?
A familiar rite
Pg. 61

In the book *The Familiars*, what did Skylar call Kalstaff’s spell during Jack’s familiar rite?
An incantation
Pg. 62

In the book *The Familiars*, what type of spell is cast to get a familiar to talk to its loyal?
A lingual divination spell
Pg. 63
In the book *The Familiars*, what were Jack’s parents called?

Beyonders

Pg. 66

In the book *The Familiars*, why doesn’t Jack remember his parents?

They were lost at sea

Pg. 66

In the book *The Familiars*, what did Aldwyn see Skylar take from the Library?

A leather bound spell book.

Pg. 67

In the book *The Familiars*, what type of bug did Skylar make come back to life?

A beetle

Pg. 70

In the book *The Familiars*, what unexpectedly came back to life after Skylar cast a spell?

An Elk

Pg. 71

In the book *The Familiars*, where did Aldwyn prefer to sleep in Stone Runlet?

On the roof

Pg. 75

In the book *The Familiars*, what was the book Skylar took from the library called?

Wyvern and Skulls Tome of the Occult

Pg. 76
In the book *The Familiars*, what was the book Skylar took about?
Necromancy
Pg. 77

In the book *The Familiars*, where does Gilbert come from?
Daku Swamp Forest
Pg. 78

In the book *The Familiars*, what is Gilbert’s power?
Puddle viewing or Divination
Pg. 78

In the book *The Familiars*, what is Skylar’s power?
An illusionist
Pg. 79

In the book *The Familiars*, where is Skylar from?
Nearhurst Aviary
Pg. 79

In the book *The Familiars*, what does Skylar’s power allow her to do?
Make things appear that aren't really there.
Pg. 79

In the book *The Familiars*, where does Skylar think Aldwyn is from?
Maidenmere
Pg. 80
In the book *The Familiars*, what power do cats from Maidenmere have?
Telekinetic Powers or Telekinesis
Pg. 80

In the book *The Familiars*, what is telekinesis?
Moving things with your mind
Pg. 80

In the book *The Familiars*, during the walkabout what kind of hole did Jack discover?
A breathing hole
Pg. 87

In the book *The Familiars*, what came out of the breathing hole Jack found?
A Gundabeast
Pg. 87

In the book *The Familiars*, what does a Gundabeast look like?
10 feet tall, deafening roar, 3 eyes, tough gray skin, thick hooved feet, horn out of its forehead
Pg. 87

In the book *The Familiars*, what is the Gundabeast’s weak spot?
Its neck
Pg. 90

In the book *The Familiars*, how did they defeat the Gundabeast?
They used a force push and constrictor vines coiled around its arms onto the tree
Pg. 92
**In the book** The Familiars, after the walkabout, what did Jack think he saw in the sky?  
Three shooting stars  
Pg. 95

**In the book** The Familiars, How did Kalstaff react to Jack seeing the shooting stars?  
Appeared very upset  
Pg. 95

**In the book** The Familiars, where did Kalstaff say they were going when he heard hooves in the sky?  
To the cellar across the meadow  
Pg. 97

**In the book** The Familiars, why is the cellar so safe to escape to?  
It is lined with alabaster and the walls are sealed with warding spells  
Pg. 100

**In the book** The Familiars, what did Aldwyn see galloping through the sky?  
Four spectral creatures formed out of translucent green energy  
Pg. 100

**In the book** The Familiars, what did Kalstaff beckon from the cottage?  
A spiked club, trident, and halberd  
Pg. 106

**In the book** The Familiars, what did Aldwyn run back to the cottage to get during the fight with Loranella?  
Jack’s pouch  
Pg. 110
In the book *The Familiars*, what did Kalstaff use to protect Marianne, Dalton, and Jack?

Astraloch bubbles

Pg. 115

In the book *The Familiars*, how long will Kalstaff’s spell last on Marianne, Dalton, and Jack last?

3 sunsents

Pg. 117

In the book *The Familiars*, what appeared after Kalstaff died?

His familiar

Pg. 118

In the book *The Familiars*, what kind of animal was Kalstaff’s familiar?

A bloodhound

Pg. 118

In the book *The Familiars*, what was Kalstaff’s familiar’s name?

Zabulon

Pg. 118

In the book *The Familiars*, what did Gilbert see in his first puddle viewing in the book?

The loyals chained to a wall

Pg. 124

In the book *The Familiars*, where does Gilbert’s puddle viewing say the kids are being kept?

With the Gray Haired Witch

Pg. 126
In the book *The Familiars*, what is the Gray Haired Witch’s name?

Agdaleen

Pg. 126

In the book *The Familiars*, where does the Gray Haired Witch live?

Weed Barrens

Pg. 127

In the book *The Familiars*, what is Kalstaff’s enchanted quill’s name?

Scribius

Pg. 127

In the book *The Familiars*, what types of birds attacked the familiar in the Aridifian plains?

Tremor Hawks

Pg. 131

In the book *The Familiars*, how did the familiars save time on their journey to the Weed Barrens?

By jumping on a wagon

Pg. 136

In the book *The Familiars*, what was following the familiars on the way to see the Gray Haired Witch?

Spyballs

Pg. 143

In the book *The Familiars*, how did the familiars get the Gray Haired Witch out of her hut?

By dropping stinkweed down her chimney

Pg. 147
In the book *The Familiars*, what did the Gray Haired Witch’s cauldron turn into?
An octopot
Pg. 151

In the book *The Familiars*, what ingredient turned the witch’s cauldron into an octopot?
Octopus intestines
Pg. 151

In the book *The Familiars*, What did Aldwyn do to save them from the Octopot?
Dropped a 3 leaf clover in to it, and cursed the spell
Pg. 156

In the book *The Familiars*, what does Agdaleen the Gray Haired Witch and Skylar have in common?
A: They both wore a silver and emerald anklet.
Pg. 157

In the book *The Familiars*, where is Gilbert from?
The Swamps of Daku
Pg. 159

In the book *The Familiars*, how many frogs are in Gilbert’s family?
Sixty-two
Pg. 162

In the book *The Familiars*, after Gilbert’s Dad’s puddle viewing, where does he say the Loyals are being kept?
In the dungeon of the Sunken Palace
Pg. 173
In the book *The Familiars*, according to Gilbert’s Dad’s puddle viewing, who is guarding the Loyals?

The seven-headed Hydra of Mukrete

Pg. 173

In the book *The Familiars*, according to Gilbert’s Dad, what is the only way the familiars will be able to defeat the Hydra of Mukrete?

With a sleeping powder made by the Mountain Alchemist

Pg. 173-174

In the book *The Familiars*, what secret is Aldwyn keeping from Skylar and Gilbert?

That he isn’t able to use telekinesis

Pg. 180

In the book *The Familiars*, where does the Mountain Alchemist live?

In the Peaks of Kailasa

Pg. 183

In the book *The Familiars*, what is the Mountain Alchemist’s real name?

Yonatan McAllister

Pg. 183

In the book *The Familiars*, what is the name of the cat from the inn that helped the familiars?

Tammy

Pg. 192

In the book *The Familiars*, what did Tammy, Aldwyn, and Skylar dress Gilbert up as?

A chicken
In the book *The Familiars*, Who did the Familiars see before they got on the ferry?

Grimslade, the bounty hunter

In the book *The Familiars*, what is the bridge called that the Familiars have to cross on their way to see the Mountain Alchemist?

The Bridge of Betrayal

In the book *The Familiars*, what kind of storm were the Familiars caught in on their way up the mountain?

A blizzard

In the book *The Familiars*, What did Aldwyn discover on the walls in the cave?

Drawings of animal achievements

In the book *The Familiars*, What trouble did the Familiars run into while in the cave?

They woke up a cave troll

In the book *The Familiars*, How did the Familiars escape from the cave troll?

It grew too large to fit in the cave
In the book *The Familiars*, what did the Mountain Alchemist put up to keep visitors away?
A porticul or a force wall
Pg. 254

In the book *The Familiars*, how did the Familiars get through the porticul?
By swimming underneath it
Pg. 256-257

In the book *The Familiars*, what kind of familiar did the Mountain Alchemist have?
A turtle/tortoise
Pg. 264

In the book *The Familiars*, what is the name of the Mountain Alchemist’s familiar?
Edan
Pg. 264

In the book *The Familiars*, how long does it take to make the sleeping powder?
A whole day
Pg. 265

In the book *The Familiars*, what is Edan’s power?
He is a time stopper
Pg. 267

In the book *The Familiars*, what color is the sleeping powder?
Yellow
Pg. 269
In the book *The Familiars*, where does the sleeping powder need to be put in order to put the Hydra to sleep?

In its eyes

Pg. 270

In the book *The Familiars*, how many heads does the sleeping powder need to be put on in order for the Familiars to pass?

All seven heads

Pg. 270

In the book *The Familiars*, what did Gilbert have all over him after he soaked in the stream in Maidenmere?

Vampire leeches

Pg. 275

In the book *The Familiars*, why does Skylar want to leave Aldwyn in Maidenmere?

Because she and Gilbert find out that Aldwyn does not have telekinetic powers

Pg. 285–290

In the book *The Familiars*, what happened when Gilbert slipped on algae while crossing the Ebs River?

The sleeping powder fell into the river

Pg. 294

In the book *The Familiars*, what happened to Skylar and Gilbert while trying to get the vial from the river?

Both were swept over the edge of the waterfall

Pg. 296

In the book *The Familiars*, what types of dragons make up the seven heads of the Hydra?
In the book *The Familiars*, what did Gilbert find on the way down to the dungeon?

One of Marianne’s pocket scrolls

Pg. 309

In the book *The Familiars*, during the fight with the Hydra, who showed up?

Grimslade

Pg. 326

In the book *The Familiars*, after the hydra has been put to sleep, what type of animal appears?

A rabbit

Pg. 330

In the book *The Familiars*, after the hydra is put to sleep a rabbit appears. Who is the rabbit?

Pakshara, Queen Lorenella’s familiar

Pg. 331

In the book *The Familiars*, who does Gilbert say the gray haired witch really is?

Pakshara

Pg. 337

In the book *The Familiars*, what is Pakshara’s power?

Shape-shifting

Pg. 337

In the book *The Familiars*, what did Pakshara do to Queen Loranella?
She is imprisoned as a hare in a cage in the palace.

Pg. 337

*In the book The Familiars, what did Aldwyn discover about his powers?*

That he really did have telekinesis

Pg. 342

*In the book The Familiars, Gilbert cast a spell on Pakshara. What did it make her do?*

Have hiccups.

Pg. 344

*In the book The Familiars, how did Aldwyn get Pakshara to stop saying spells to kill the loyals?*

By pinning her to the floor with two sword and muzzling her.

Pg. 346-347

*In the book The Familiars, why didn’t Skylar die after being hit with Loranella’s death spell?*

The spell hit an earth mite in her satchel, not her

Pg. 348

*In the book The Familiars, what did Pakshara turn in to, to get away from the familiars?*

A mud lizard

Pg. 349

*In the book The Familiars, after the Familiars left the sunken palace, where did they go?*

The New Palace in Bronzhaven

Pg. 350

*In the book The Familiars, what did Pakshara steal from Queen Loranella?*
A powerful bracelet
Pg. 357

*In the book* The Familiars, what power does the bracelet hold that Pakshara stole from Loranella?
It can summon the Shifting Fortress
Pg. 357

*In the book* The Familiars, what does the Shifting Fortress do?
It never appears in the same location twice
Pg. 358

*In the book* The Familiars, who are the prohesized three?
Aldwyn, Skylar, and Gilbert
Pg. 360
Reading Bowl Questions

The Familiars

Pleasant Grove Elementary

1. In the book The Familiars, who are the authors? Adam Jay Epstein and Andrew Jacobson
2. In the book The Familiars, what town in Aldwyn really from? Bridgetower, pg. 2
3. In the book The Familiars, what town does Aldwyn pretend he is from? Maidenmere, pg. 80
5. In the book The Familiars, who is Marianne’s familiar? Gilbert, pg. 40
6. In the book The Familiars, where does Aldwyn go after getting chosen by Jack? Stone Runlet, pg. 37
7. In the book The Familiars, what powers does Aldwyn pretend to have? Telepathy and telekinesis, pg. 80
8. In the book The Familiars, what is Skylar’s power? She is an illusionist, pg. 79
9. In the book The Familiars, what is Gilbert’s power? Divination, or puddle viewing, being able to see the past, present, and future in pools of water, pg. 78-79
10. In the book The Familiars, where is Gilbert from? The Daku Swamp Forest, pg. 78
11. In the book The Familiars, who is Dalton’s familiar? Skylar, pg. 40
12. In the book The Familiars, who placed a protection spell on Jack, Marianne, and Dalton? Kalstaff, pg. 115
13. In the book The Familiars, who killed Kalstaff? Queen Loranella, pg. 112-118
14. In the book The Familiars, who was Kalstaff’s familiar? Zabulon, a bloodhound, pg. 118
15. In the book The Familiars, why didn’t Gilbert want to go home? He had a demanding, perfectionist father who constantly criticized him, pg. 159
17. In the book The Familiars, where was Aldwyn when Gilbert tried to choke him to death? The Bridge of Betrayal, pg. 225
18. In the book The Familiars, why did Aldwyn’s powers suddenly appear? Often a familiar’s true talent does not reveal itself until his or her loyal is in great peril, pg. 355
20. In the book The Familiars, who had been holding the real Queen Loranella captive? Pakshara, her familiar, pg. 337
21. In the book The Familiars, who were the real prophesized three? Aldwyn, Gilbert, and Skylar, pg. 360
1. In the book *The Familiars*, what was the name of the infamous bounty hunter?
   p. 10  Grimslade

2. In the book *The Familiars*, what are familiars?
   p. 24  the animal companions of wizards and witches or any spellcaster

3. In the book *The Familiars*, what is the name of the ten-foot-tall creature with three eyes, tough gray skin, thick-hoofed feet, and a horn jutting out of its forehead?
   p. 87 Gundabeast

4. In the book *The Familiars*, how long would the enchantment that Kalstaff cast protect Marianne, Jack, and Dalton?
   p. 117 three sunsets

5. In the book *The Familiars*, what was the name of Kalstaff’s familiar?
   p. 118 Zabulon

6. In the book *The Familiars*, what did the puddle tell Gilbert?
   p. 126 gray hair witch

7. In the book *The Familiars*, what was the name of the spying eyeballs?
   p. 144 spyballs

8. In the book *The Familiars*, what cursed Agdaleen’s octopot spell?
   p. 155-156 the three-leaf clover from Jack’s pouch

9. In the book *The Familiars*, how big was Gilbert’s family?
   p. 162 just the sixty-two of them

10. In the book *The Familiars*, where did Skylar, Gilbert, and Aldwyn find Gilbert’s dad?
    p. 169 meditating in the Quag

11. In the book *The Familiars*, where were Jack, Marianne, and Dalton being kept prisoner?
    p. 173 in the dungeon of the Sunken Palace

12. In the book *The Familiars*, where does the Mountain Alchemist live?
    p. 183 high in the Peaks of Kailasa
13. In the book *The Familiars*, what was the Mountain Alchemist’s name when he fought with Kalstaff and Loranella?
   
   p. 183 Yonatan McCallister

14. In the book *The Familiars*, what is the name of the orange and white plains cat at the inn?
   
   p. 192 Tammy

15. In the book *The Familiars*, what was Gilbert’s disguise for the ferry?
   
   p. 203 a short white chicken

16. In the book *The Familiars*, what is Edan’s ability?
   
   p. 267 Edan is a time stopper

17. In the book *The Familiars*, what did Skylar use to make a sling for her broken wing?
   
   p. 300 satchel scrap

18. In the book *The Familiars*, what is the name of Queen Loranella’s familiar?
   
   p. 331 Pakshara

19. In the book *The Familiars*, what is Pakshara’s ability?
   
   p. 337 shape-shifting

20. In the book *The Familiars*, who were the three spellcasters prophesied to take the place of Kalstaff, the Mountain Alchemist, and Queen Loranella?
   
   p. 359-360 Aldwyn, Skylar, and Gilbert
1) In the book Hidden, Wren had a doll what was its name? Kamara (3)
2) In the book Hidden, Wren’s mother went into the store to do 2 things. What 2 things did she do? pay for gas and buy a diet coke (3)
3) In the book Hidden, When Wren’s mother phone started ringing what did the man in the car do with it? He dumped it upside down outside the window. (7)
4) In the book Hidden, What items did Wren find in the front of the car when it finally stopped? A chocolate chip granola bar, Kleenex, Chapstick, checkbook, calendar and a little album of pictures of her, Alex, mom and dad. (9)
5) In the book Hidden, Where did Wren hide? In the boat under a blue cloth (12)
6) In the book Hidden, What animal climbed up into the boat with Wren? A orange striped cat (18 or 33)
7) In the book Hidden, what color did Wes change the car into after he had stolen it? Dark green (26)
8) In the book Hidden, Darra left several items for Wren outside the door, what were they? A sandwich and a bottle of water. (29)
9) In the book Hidden, A certain animal came into the garage. Wren thought it was Archie the cat but it was what? A Skunk (33)
10) In the book Hidden, How did the skunk get into the garage? Through the dog door (33)
11) In the book Hidden, Darra’s father asked her to do one thing before he was sent away, what was it? Not to sale his boat (42)
12) In the book Hidden, What Was the Name of the camp where the girls met up with each other years later? Camp Oakwood ( 51)
13) In the book Hidden, One of Wren’s camp friends did something different before she came to camp what was it? She died her hair orange (52)
14) In the book Hidden, How did Darra get four weeks of camp? Her grandmother gave it to her in her will ( 55)
15) In the book Hidden, What 2 flavors of lip gloss does Savannah have in her purse? Cappuccino and Carnation (57)
16) In the book Hidden, what did Sam have a hard time doing which caused Darra to feel sorry for him? He was really scared to jump off the dock and swim to the rope. (65)
17) In the book Hidden, Which class does Wren and Darra take together? Lifesaving swimming class (68)
18) In the book Hidden, Block and Parry is something you have to do when you take the lifesaving class, what do you have to learn? To keep away from someone so they do not pull you down under the water when you are trying to save them. (78)
19) In the book Hidden, What idea did Wren get which might help her friend Toryn stay for 2 more weeks? She had heard that Darra wanted to leave and she thought her other weeks could go to Toryn so she could stay ( 86)
20) In the book Hidden, Miles teaches the campers in the lifesaving class a special game called? Drown last – everyone tries to drown each other and be the last one alive. (90)
21) In the book Hidden, When Wren and Darra finally talk one of the things they discuss is? They talk about Wren having beads in her hair and how Darra asked her mom to put some in her hair. (100)
22) In the book Hidden, What tradition do the girls have when a camper leaves camp? Toryn finds a stone and all the girls write something on it for her. (105)
23) In the book Hidden, Darra plays a game at camp that makes her think of her dad, what does she think? In Prisoner Base the campers get together and link hands to help each other escape. Darra wants her dad to do this with his fellow prisoners and get out of jail. (111)
24) In the book Hidden, Darra gets a letter from her dad what does it say? He is getting out in October and wants to come see her. (114)
25) In the book Hidden, Wren and Darra sign up for something together, which activity? They are going boating, to see the swans. (118)
1. In the book *Hidden*, what is the name of Wren’s doll? Kamara (p. 3)

2. In the book *Hidden*, where does Wren hide in the garage after she gets out of the stolen minivan? A boat (or freezer) (p. 13)

3. In the book *Hidden*, what color did West spray paint the minivan? Dark green (p. 20)

4. In the book *Hidden*, who left a sandwich and bottle of water out in the garage for Wren? Darra (p. 42)

5. In the book *Hidden*, how did Wren get out of the locked garage? She crawled through the cat door (Archie’s door) (p. 34)

6. In the book *Hidden*, what did Darra’s dad ask her to do for him as he was being detained for questioning? Don’t let her mom sell the boat (p. 42)

7. In the book *Hidden*, what cabin number do Wren and Darra sleep? Girl Cabin Eight (p. 51)

8. In the book *Hidden*, what did Darra’s grandma leave her in her will? 4 weeks at Camp Oakwood (p. 55)


10. In the book *Hidden*, what class do both Darra and Wren try out for? Lifesaving (p. 68)

11. In the book *Hidden*, who asks Darra to be his buddy during Free Swim? Sam (p. 71)

12. In the book *Hidden*, what does Wren do when Darra asks her to play Marco Polo? She kicks her in the arm (p. 74)

13. In the book *Hidden*, what did Darra take from the van the night that Wren was taken from her mom? A photo album (p. 76)

14. In the book *Hidden*, what is the game that Miles teaches them where they dive off the raft and rescue everyone? Drown Last (p. 90)
15. In the book *Hidden*, Darra gets accepted as an assistant teacher for what class? Nature Crafts (p. 110)

16. In the book *Hidden*, what big news does Darra’s dad write to her while she’s at camp? He’s getting out of jail. (p. 114)

17. In the book *Hidden*, who is the boy at camp that Darra dances with at the pizza party? Jeremy (p. 112)

18. In the book *Hidden*, where did the kids go to spy on the counselors at night? The Watching Rock (p. 131)


1. Who was the author of *Hidden*?
   a. Helen Frost

2. In the book, *Hidden*, what did Wren do when she heard the gunshots inside the store?
   a. Climbed into the back of the minivan and hid under a blanket (page 4)

3. In the book, *Hidden*, what is the name of Wren’s doll?
   a. Kamara (page 3)

4. In the book, *Hidden*, where did the man park the minivan?
   a. In a locked garage (page 8-9)

5. In the book, *Hidden*, what other vehicle was in the garage?”
   a. A red and white boat (page 10)

6. In the book, *Hidden*, what did Wren find to put on over her pink dress?
   a. An old sweatshirt (page 12)

7. In the book, *Hidden*, who came into the boat with Wren?
   a. A cat (page 18)

8. In the book, *Hidden*, what did Wren figure out the little girl’s name was from listening to the grownups?
   a. Darra (page 17)

9. In the book, *Hidden*, why didn’t Wren get away when she rolled out from under the garage door?
   a. A huge white dog lunged at her and she rolled back into the garage (page 26)

10. In the book, *Hidden*, what did Archie bring Wren when she was sitting in the boat?
    a. A dead mouse (page 28)

11. In the book, *Hidden*, what did Wren find inside the box turned on its side on the garage floor?
    a. A sandwich in a plastic bag and a bottle of water (page 29)

12. In the book, *Hidden*, how did Wren figure out how to get out of the garage?
    a. She followed the skunk and saw it go out a small door that Archie used (page 33)

13. In the book, *Hidden*, what did the skunk do when the big white dog saw Wren and started to growl?
    a. Lifted its tail and sprayed (page 34)

14. In the book, *Hidden*, who did Darra blame as she was sitting in Child Protective Services?
    a. Wren Abbott (page 41)

15. In the book, *Hidden*, how did Darra get to go to summer camp at Camp Oakwood?
    a. Her grandma had left it to her in her will (page 55)

    a. A note saying that if she didn’t tell about how Darra knew her she wouldn’t talk about her or her dad (page 70)

17. In the book, *Hidden*, who has a huge crush on Darra?
    a. Sam (page 71, 135)

18. In the book, *Hidden*, when Darra asks Wren to play Marco Polo with them what does Wren do?
    a. Kicks Darra (page 74)

    a. Sam and the boys from Cabin Two (page 84)

    a. She keeps pushing her underwater and won’t let her come up for air (page 94)

22. In the book, Hidden, what is the Camp Oakwood tradition for the camper’s last night at camp?
   a. They find a stone in the creek and everybody in their cabin writes something nice about
      the camper on the stone. Then they stack them on top of other ones at the campfire
      circle (page 105-106)
23. In the book, Hidden, what did Darra find in Wren’s car that she kept for all these years?
   a. Her photo album (page 76)
24. In the book, Hidden, why did Wren have to call home?
   a. Her parents wanted her to know that West Monson was getting out of prison (page 115-
      116)
25. In the book, Hidden, when do Wren and Darra finally talk about what happened?
   a. When they are out on their boat trip (page 119-120)
26. In the book, Hidden, how did the police find Darra’s house after Wren escaped?
   a. They drove down the road until they smelled a skunk (page 123)
27. In the book, Hidden, how did Wren and Darra rescue Jeremy in Drown Last?
   a. They rescued him together (page 138)
28. In the book, Hidden, who does Wren get to see when Darra’s mother comes to pick her up from
    camp?
   a. Archie, the cat (page 142)
1. In the book “Hidden”, what game does Darra play with Sam in the lake at camp?
   a. A: Marco Polo  pg. 73 (hardcover)

2. In the book “Hidden”, what was the name of Darra’s cat when she was little?
   a. A: Archie  pg. 20 (hardcover)

3. In the book “Hidden”, how old was Wren Abbott when her mom’s car was stolen?
   a. A: 8 years old  pg. 15 (hardcover)

4. In the book “Hidden”, who is Darra’s swim buddy at camp?
   a. A: Sam  pg. 71 (hardcover)

5. In the book “Hidden”, what did Wren’s mom run in to do at the gas station just before their car was stolen?
   a. A: Pay for gas and buy a Diet Coke  pg. 3 (hardcover)

6. In the book “Hidden”, how did Wren find out about the cat door in the garage?
   a. A: She watched a skunk go out through it  pg. 33 (hardcover)

7. In the book “Hidden”, what was the name of the big white dog?
   a. A: Bilbo  pg. 45 (hardcover)

8. In the book “Hidden”, why did Wren go back into the garage after she successfully got out?
   a. A: A huge white dog lunged at her  pg. 26 (hardcover)

9. In the book “Hidden”, what would Darra buy for her dad from the prison vending machine?
   a. A: Doritos and Coke  pg. 47 (hardcover)

10. In the book “Hidden”, what stopped the big white dog from going after Wren while she was making her escape?
    a. A: The skunk sprayed it  pg. 35 (hardcover)

11. In the book “Hidden”, what was the name of the summer camp Wren and Darra both went to?
12. In the book “Hidden”, what did Wren lose when she tried to escape the garage as the garage door was closing?
   a. A: Her shoe   pg. 27 (hardcover)

13. In the book “Hidden”, who was hiding in the boat?
   a. A: Wren Abbott   pg. 12 (hardcover)

14. In the book “Hidden”, what was Darra’s mother’s name?
   a. A: Stacey   pg. 16 (hardcover)

15. In the book “Hidden”, what was the number of Wren’s and Darra’s cabin at camp?
   a. A: Cabin 8   pg. 51 (hardcover)

16. In the book “Hidden”, what color dress was Wren wearing when the car was stolen?
   a. A: Pink   pg. 3 (hardcover)

17. In the book “Hidden”, how did Wren know a cat was in the boat with her?
   a. A: It scratched her face   pg. 18 (hardcover)

18. In the book “Hidden”, what was the name of the lake at the summer camp?
   a. A: Lake Josephine   pg. 51 (hardcover)

19. In the book “Hidden”, what did Wren eat while trapped in the garage after the granola bar was gone?
   a. A: Dry cat food   pg. 28 (hardcover)

20. In the book “Hidden”, what is Savannah’s sister’s name?
   a. A: Zoe   pg. 51 (hardcover)
1. Who was the author of Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel?
   a. Xavier Garza
2. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what grade in school has Maximilian just finished?
   a. 5th grade (page 5)
3. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who is Lalo?
   a. Maximilian’s mother’s youngest brother (page 6)
4. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who is Maximilian’s favorite masked luchador?
   a. Guardian Angel (page 6)
5. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what is “Old Ironsides?”
   a. Maximilian’s dad’s station wagon
6. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who took Maximilian to the lucha libre?
   a. Lalo (page 19)
7. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what did Max try to do with the el Diablo Rojo mask Lalo bought for him?
   a. Trade it with a girl for her Guardian Angel mask (page 26)
8. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what had Max tucked into his shirt during the fight?
   a. The Guardian Angel mask (page 32)
   a. Run down to Donkey Lady Bridge at night (page 35)
10. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who found Max and brought him home from the Donkey Lady Bridge?
    a. Lalo (page 50)
11. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, why did Max go to San Antonio?
   a. To see the Guardian Angel wrestle (page 54 & page 57)
    a. Bites the head off (page 66, 67)
13. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what did Max do when he saw the Guardian Angel walk into the arena?
    a. Climbed up on the guardrail and fell off (page 70)
    a. Silver with embroidered orange flames (page 72)
15. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, where did Max, his father and Lalo get taken after the fight?
    a. To the Guardian Angel’s dressing room (page 78)
16. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who was the Guardian Angel in real life?
    a. Rodolfo, Max’s great uncle (page 80 and 83)
17. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what had happened to Rodolfo nearly forty years ago in Monterrey, Mexico?
   a. A drunk man had gashed him with a knife (page 92)
18. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who trained Rodolfo to be a luchador?
   a. Anaya (page 94)
19. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, why couldn’t Max tell anybody who the Guardian Angel really was?
   a. Rodolfo had sworn them to secrecy (page 110)
20. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what happened at Lalo and Marisol’s wedding?
   a. Lalo’s red pickup truck crashed through the church wall (page 124)
21. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, how did Rodolfo plan to fix the church wall?
   a. Have a lucha libre fundraiser (page 144)
22. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, how did Lalo get involved in the fundraiser?
   a. He was going to be part of the Guardian Angel’s team (page 154)
23. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, where did Max take Cecilia during Rita’s birthday party?
   a. For a ride in “Old Ironsides.” (page 164)
24. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, how did Max and Cecilia’s ride in “Old Ironsides” end?
   a. They crashed through the wooden fence and into the table holding Rita’s presents and birthday cake (page 168)
25. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what was Max’s job during the Church Fundraiser fight?
   a. He was the official bell ringer (page 171)
26. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what did Sonia do during the bout rather than taking off the Guardian Angel’s mask?
   a. She hit Vampire Velasquez in the face (page 192)
27. In the book, Maximilian: The Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what did Rodolfo teach Max?
   a. How to wrestle (page 198)
   a. That if Lalo doesn’t become the new Guardian Angel he will (page 206)
1. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, who is the author?
   Xavier Garza (cover)

2. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, what does Maximilian’s name mean?
   “the greatest,” or “I am the greatest.” (page 6)

3. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, who was Max’s favorite masked luchador?
   The Guardian Angel (page 6)

   He asks a girl wearing it to trade. When she refuses, he takes it from her and leaves his masks in trade (page 6)

5. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, who is Max’s secret love?
   Cecelia Cantu (pages 38 and 40)

6. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, who are the Guardian Angel’s partners in the San Antonio fight?
   The Mayan Prince and the Aztec Princess (page 68)

   Rodolfo (page 80)

8. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, who was the teacher of the Guardian Angel?
   The Tempest Anaya (page 100), or Joaquin Anaya (page 92, 94)

   He had amnesia (page 105-6)

10. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, what is Max’s family car’s nickname?
    Old Ironsides (page 113)
11. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, what kind of car does Max say he wants when he’s older?
   A corvette (page 114)

12. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, how is the end of Lalo and Marisol’s wedding interrupted?
   Lalo’s truck is crashed into the church (page 124)

13. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, what did Max crash into when he drove his dad’s car?
   The fence (page 168)

   Tecnicos (page 186)

15. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, what is Lalo’s luchador name?
   El Toro Grande, or the Big Bull (page 174)

   She knocks out Vampire Velasquez, her own partner (page 192)

17. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, when Rodolfo and Max were having a conversation after the big match, who does Lalo say, “was like a father to him”?
   Max’s grandfather, Antonio (Rodolfo’s big brother) (page 202)

   The dropkick (page 204)

19. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, what did Sonia’s (La Dama Enmascarada’s) mask look like?
   It was a golden mask with a pink embroidered heart on the left cheek (page 172)

20. In the book, *Maximilian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel*, who were the three “bad guys” in the charity match?
   La Dama Enmascarada, Dog Man Aguayo, and Vampire Velasquez (page 174)
Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel: A Bilingual Lucha Libre Thriller

By: Xavier Garza

1. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who was the Guardian Angel?
   A: Rodolfo – Maximillian’s great-uncle (pg. 156)

2. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who did Maximillian have a crush on?
   A: Cecilia (pg. 159)

3. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, where did Maximillian and his family live?
   A: San Antonio, Texas (pg. 54)

4. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what was Maximillian’s little brother’s name?
   A: Robert (pg. 5)

5. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, in the Chapter entitled Truth or Dare, what did Leo dare him to do?
   A: Go to Donkey Lady Bridge at night (pg. 35)

   A: Diablo Rojo (pg. 24)

7. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what consequence did Maximillian get from trying to rip the Guardian Angel mask away from the girl at the wrestling match?
   A: The little girl’s father was the mask vendor and was going to hurt Maximillian. His uncle Lalo intervened. (pg. 30-32)

8. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what was Old Ironsides?
   A: The family station wagon (pg. 160)

9. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what happened when Maximillian took Cecilia for a ride in Old Ironsides?
   A: Maximillian crashes into the wooden fence outside of his house and hits the table holding Rita’s cake. (pg. 168)
10. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who did Rodolfo train to be the next Guardian Angel?
   A: Lalo (pg. 206)

11. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what did Maximillian say was the best part of his ride in Old Ironsides with Cecilia despite the fact that it crashed?
   A: Cecilia found it touching that he tried to impress her by giving her a ride in the car. (pg. 172)

12. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what surprised Lalo the most about the fact that the Guardian Angel was Rodolfo?
   A: Rodolfo was said to be dead. (pg. 80)

13. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who is the Guardian Angel’s arch nemesis?
   A: Diablo Rojo (pg. 26)

14. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what other famous luchador helped to train Lalo?
   A: Vampire Velasquez (pg. 176)

15. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, which of Maximillian’s peers did he find easy to talk to?
   A: Cecilia and Leo (pg. 166)

16. Q: In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, which famous luchador was in love with Lalo?
   A: La Dama Enmascarada/The Masked Damsel (pg. 167)

17. In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, how much older is Rita than Maximillian?
   A: Two years older (pg. 114)

18. In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what is Maximillian’s dream car?
   A: A corvette (pg. 114)

19. In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, who is the minister at Maximillian’s church?
   A: Father Martinez (pg. 124)
20. In the book Maximillian and the Mystery of the Guardian Angel, what job did Maximillian have at the church’s wrestling match?
   A: The official bell ringer (pg. 171)
Maximilian & The Mystery of the Guardian Angel

By Xavier Garza

1. Who is Maximian’s favorite wrestler?   Guardian Angel or el Angel de la Guarda p. 6
3. What is Max’s big sister’s name?   Rita p. 6
4. What is Max’s Uncle’s name?   Lalo p. 6
5. Where is the fight that Lalo takes Max to?   Mexico p. 12
6. What two masks did Max and Lalo get at the fight?   The Vampire Velasquez and el Diablo Rojo (the Red Devil)  p. 23
7. Who is Lalo going to marry?   Ms. Solis p. 14
8. What does Ms. Solis do?   She is the fifth grade art teacher and Uncle Lalo’s fiancé/wife.  P. 14
9. Who is the Guardian Angel?   tio(uncle) Rodolfo  p. 80
10. What happened to interrupt Lalo’s wedding?   Someone drove a truck through the church wall p.124
11. Whose truck did the damage to the church wall?   Lalo’s  p. 124
12. What was inside the truck?   A golden wrestling mask with a pink heart on the left cheek  p. 124
13. Why did Tempest Anaya quit wrestling?   His tag team partner blew out both his knees and Tempest got too old to wrestle anymore  p. 94
14. What is Tempest Anaya’s real name?   Joaquin Anaya  p. 92
15. Who taught Guardian Angel to wrestle?   Tempest Anaya (Joaquin Anaya) p. 100
16. Why did Uncle Rodolfo not come home after becoming Guardian Angel?   He had amnesia  p. 105
17. How does Rodolfo remember his family?   When he sees Lalo, it brings back his memories p. 105
18. What do Max and his siblings call their dad’s car? Old Ironsides p. 114

19. Who is Sonia Escobedo? Lalo’s former girlfriend and the wrestler, the Masked Damsel (la Dama Enmascarada) p. 124/127

20. What is the Spanish word for wrestler? Luchador p. 8
Pie Questions

1. What was Aunt Polly’s favorite fabric print?
   Leopard Print pg. 1

2. How much did Aunt Polly charge for her pies?
   Nothing pg. 4

3. What was the Mayor of Ipswitch’s name?
   Mayor Needleman pg. 13

4. What color was the Chevorlet that kept being seen around town?
   Green pg. 17

5. Who was Miss Gurke?
   The principal from Alice’s school pg. 18

6. What did Aunt Polly and Alice have for lunch the day Aunt Polly died?
   Cream Cheese and Olive Sandwiches pg. 22

7. Who did Aunt Polly leave the pie shop to when she died?
   Reverend Flowers or the church pg. 25

8. What was the name of the pie award Aunt Polly always won?
   The Blueberry Award pg. 28

9. What was Aunt Polly’s speech every year when she won the Blueberry Award?
   “Thank you very much.” pg. 30

10. What was Aunt Polly’s grumpy cat’s name?
    Lardo pg. 33

11. Who did Aunt Polly leave her pie crust recipe to?
    Lardo pg. 37

12. Who did Aunt Polly leave her cat Lardo to?
    Alice

13. What did Aunt Polly feed Lardo?
    Fried Sardines pg. 34

14. What was Alice’s favorite pie?
    Peach pg. 63

15. What did Charlie say when he was excited about something?
    Good Grave pg. 71

16. What was missing when Alice saw Aunt Polly at the funeral?
    The key to the pie shop pg. 80

17. Who did Alice think catnapped Lardo?
    Mrs. Gurke pg. 97

18. Who did Charlie have to ask to the movies?
    Nora Needleman pg. 137

19. Who was trying to steal the pie crust recipe?
    Jane Quizenberry pg. 154

20. What was Jane Quizenberry’s nickname?
    The Blueberry Bridesmaid pg. 154
Pie Questions

1. What was Aunt Polly’s favorite fabric print?
   Leopard Print pg. 1
2. How much did Aunt Polly charge for her pies?
   Nothing pg. 4
3. What was the Mayor of Ipswitch’s name?
   Mayor Needleman pg. 13
4. What color was the Chevorlet that kept being seen around town?
   Green pg. 17
5. Who was Miss Gurke?
   The principal from Alice’s school pg. 18
6. What did Aunt Polly and Alice have for lunch the day Aunt Polly died?
   Cream Cheese and Olive Sandwiches pg. 22
7. Who did Aunt Polly leave the pie shop to when she died?
   Reverend Flowers or the church pg. 25
8. What was the name of the pie award Aunt Polly always won?
   The Blueberry Award pg. 28
9. What was Aunt Polly’s speech every year when she won the Blueberry Award?
   “Thank you very much.” pg. 30
10. What was Aunt Polly’s grumpy cat’s name?
    Lardo pg. 33
11. Who did Aunt Polly leave her pie crust recipe to?
    Lardo pg. 37
12. Who did Aunt Polly leave her cat Lardo to?
    Alice
13. What did Aunt Polly feed Lardo?
    Fried Sardines pg. 34
14. What was Alice’s favorite pie?
    Peach pg. 63
15. What did Charlie say when he was excited about something?
    Good Grave pg. 71
16. What was missing when Alice saw Aunt Polly at the funeral?
    The key to the pie shop pg. 80
17. Who did Alice think catnapped Lardo?
    Mrs. Gurke pg. 97
18. Who did Charlie have to ask to the movies?
    Nora Needleman pg. 137
19. Who was trying to steal the pie crust recipe?
    Jane Quizenberry pg. 154
20. What was Jane Quizenberry’a nickname?
    The Blueberry Bridesmaid pg. 154
READING BOWL QUESTIONS

Book Title: PIE (hardback)

Author: Sarah Weeks

1. In the book Pie, anyone who tasted Polly’s pies always said the same thing. What was it?
   Answer: “You ought to open up your own shop, Polly!” (pg. 2)

2. In the book Pie, what did Polly do with her inheritance?
   Answer: She set aside half to live on, and the other half she invested in a dilapidated old storefront on the corner of Windham and Main in downtown Ipswitch, Pennsylvania. (pg. 2)

3. In the book Pie, what was the name of Polly’s pie shop?
   Answer: PIE. (pg. 3)

4. In the book Pie, why were the citizens of Ipswitch concerned about Polly?
   Answer: She planned on giving away the pies. (pg. 4)

5. In the book Pie, which pie was Reverend Flowers’ favorite?
   Answer: Sour cherry (pg. 4)

6. In the book Pie, how did the citizens of Ipswitch decide to pay Polly for her pies?
   Answer: Each day she would find an assortment of fresh ingredients waiting for her on her doorstep. (pg. 4-5)

7. In the book Pie, why did Alice spend every Saturday at the pie shop?
   Answer: She wanted to be near Polly. (pg. 6)

8. In the book Pie, what was Ruthie’s problem with Polly?
   Answer: Their mother always favored Polly. (pg. 7)

9. In the book Pie, what was Ms. Gurke’s pet peeve?
   Answer: Tardiness (pg. 18)
10. In the book Pie, where did Polly keep the only key to the pie shop door?  
   **Answer:** Around her neck. (pg. 20)

11. In the book Pie, what did Alice and Aunt Polly have for lunch the day Aunt Polly died?  
   **Answer:** Cream cheese and olive sandwiches. (pg. 22)

12. In the book Pie, who inherited the pies shop when Aunt Polly died?  
   **Answer:** Reverend Flowers. (pg. 25)

13. In the book Pie, why did Aunt Polly keep the blueberry medals under the bed?  
   **Answer:** She didn’t want to look at them because then she might get a swelled head and not be able to wear her favorite hat. (pg. 27)

14. In the book Pie, what was Aunt Polly’s favorite hat?  
   **Answer:** A leopard print cloche she’d purchased from the Sears catalogue the year she won her first Blueberry Award. (pg. 27)

15. In the book Pie, what was the name of Aunt Polly’s cat?  
   **Answer:** Lardo (pg. 33)

16. In the book Pie, who inherited the secret piecrust recipe?  
   **Answer:** Lardo (pg. 37)

17. In the book Pie, who was Aunt Polly’s cat left to?  
   **Answer:** Alice (pg. 37)

18. In the book Pie, what was **Sky King**?  
   **Answer:** One of Alice’s all-time favorite television programs. (pg. 64)
19. In the book Pie, who did Alice suspect of stealing the store key and catnapping Lardo?
   Answer: Miss Gurke (pg. 92)

20. In the book Pie, who broke into the pie shop, catnapped Lardo and stole the key to the pie shop?
    Answer: Jane Quizenberry, “The Blueberry Bridesmaid”. (pg. 154)
Pie

1. In the story Pie, who is the author
   a. Sarah Weeks
2. What is the name of Polly’s pie shoe
   a. PIE (p.3)
3. What was Rev. Flowers’ favorite pie?
   a. Sour cherry (p.4)
4. When was Alice born?
   a. March 1945 (p.5)
5. How many blueberry medals did Polly win?
   a. 13
6. What four things were Charlie supposed to get for Miss Gurke?
   a. Band-aids, vegetable shortening, sand and sardines (p. 91)
7. What does Sylvia DeSoto say she does?
   a. A reporter for LOOK magazine (p.55)
8. What were the last words that Polly Portsman spoke?
   a. “thank you very much” (p.1)
9. What did Polly do when she got tired for the recipes in her mother’s cookbook?
   a. She began to make up her own recipes (p.2)
10. What did Polly always say about Charlie?
    a. He had a good head on his shoulders (p. 89)
11. What did Alice find in Sylvia’s glove compartment?
    a. A gold hoop earring (p.134)
12. Why did Polly name her shop PIE?
    a. Because she was a humble person and it was a humble name (p. 3)
13. Who took Alice’s mom’s pie?
    a. Sylvia DeSoto (p.130)
14. What does Charlie do when he’s missing his grandma?
    a. He takes a sniff from one of her perfume bottles (p.109)
15. Why does Miss Gurke need vegetable shortening?
    a. For tanning (p.107)
16. What kind of peaches did Charlie bring Alice?
    a. Red Havens
17. Where had Dick Kaperfew found Lardo?
    a. Outside the Ipsy Inn (p.111)
18. What quote from Henry David Thoreau did Polly tell Alice?
    a. “Things do not change; we do” (p.122)
19. What impression did Nora Needleman give?
    a. That she was better than other kids (p.13)
20. Who was the principal of Alice’s school?
a. Miss Gurke (p. 18)
1. In the book, Small as an Elephant, who is the author?
   a. Jennifer Richard Jacobson
2. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where were Jack and his mother camping?
   a. Seawall Campground on Mount Desert Island (p.1)
3. In the book, Small as an Elephant, how much money did Jack have in his pocket when he realized his mom was gone?
   a. $14.63 (p.5)
4. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what were the red hot dogs called?
   a. Red Snappers (p.6)
5. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what phrase did Jack’s mom use to mean “You are one cool kid, Jack Martel.”?
   a. “Smell You” (p.21)
6. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where did Jack live?
7. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where did Jack go with Aiden and his family at the campground?
   a. Echo Lake (p.30)
8. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what song did Jack’s mom whistle in the mornings?
   a. “Sunny Days” from Sesame Street (p.31)
9. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what shapes did Jack, Aiden, and Julie see in the clouds?
   a. Elephants (p.39)
10. In the book, Small as an Elephant, how did Jack’s mother describe his grandmother?
    a. Evil (p.47)
11. In the book, Small as an Elephant, how did Jack break his finger?
    a. A cat jumped down on the lid of a recycling bin when Jack was looking for bottles (p.61-62)
12. In the book, Small as an Elephant, why was the library closed?
    a. It was Labor Day (p.67)
13. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what is Geddy’s?
    a. A bar and restaurant (p.76)
14. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where did Jack learn his mom had gone?
    a. To the Bahamas (p.84)
15. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what did Jack take from Mrs. Olson’s garden?
    a. A tomato (p.96)
16. In the book, Small as an Elephant, who did Jack have a computer conversation with in the library?
    a. Nina (his friend from school) (p.108)
17. In the book, Small as an Elephant, how did Jack explain not being in school?
    a. He said he was home schooled. (p.135)
18. In the book, Small as an Elephant, in what store did Jack spend the night?
   a. L. L. Bean (p.142-147)
19. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what did Jack steal from L. L. Bean?
   a. A bike and helmet (p.160)
20. In the book, Small as an Elephant, when Jack left the fort someone had stolen his bike and backpack. What did he have left?
   a. Water bottle, clothes on his back, small plastic elephant (p.173)
21. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what song was the choir practicing in the church?
   a. “Morning Has Broken” (p.186)
22. In the book, Small as an Elephant, instead of going home, where did Jack decide to go?
   a. To York’s Wild Kingdom to see Lydia the elephant (p.187)
23. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where was Jack when a girl recognized him?
   a. At the free internet café (p.197)
24. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where were Jack and Sylvie trapped?
   a. In the safe at the bookstore (p.201)
25. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what did Sylvie say she would want to do one last time if she could never live with her mom again?
   a. Play Monopoly with her mom (p.209)
26. In the book, Small as an Elephant, who was driving the van that picked up Jack?
   a. Sylvie’s cousin Wyatt (p.221)
27. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where did Jack hide when the police were at the convenience store?
   a. In the dumpster (p.233)
28. In the book, Small as an Elephant, how did the policeman verify who Jack was when he stopped him walking down the street?
   a. He called his name and Jack answered (p.241)
29. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was on the third floor above the drug store where Jack was hiding?
   a. A dance studio (p.248)
30. In the book, Small as an Elephant, who captured Jack?
   a. Big Jack (p.252)
31. In the book, Small as an Elephant, where did Big Jack take Jack?
   a. To York’s Wild Kingdom to see Lydia the elephant (p.259)
32. In the book, Small as an Elephant, who was waiting by Lydia for Jack to show up?
   a. His grandmother (p.260)
33. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was the last thing Jack did with Lydia before leaving her?
   a. Blew a puff of air in her trunk (p.275)
Small as an Elephant

1. In the book Small as an Elephant, what was the first item on the list Jack had created with his mom that Jack did on his own?
   
   P 6: Eat a Red Snapper hot dog

2. In the book Small as an Elephant, in what part of Boston does Jack live?
   
   P24: Jamaica Plain

3. In the book Small as an Elephant, what happened when Jack was taking cans out of the recycling bin at the Bed and Breakfast?
   
   P 61-62: A cat startled him and he dropped the lid of the box on his hand.

4. In the book Small as an Elephant, what did Jack’s mother name the rarest color?
   
   P 71: Sunken Treasure

5. In the book Small as an Elephant, in “Geddy’s”, where does Jack learn his mother is headed?
   
   P 82: On a charter boat to the Bahamas

6. In the book Small as an Elephant, what does “mudo” mean?
   
   P 83: Thank you in Ewe

7. In the book Small as an Elephant, what is the pantry row?
   
   P 97: The row of vegetables that farmers plant for the food pantry

8. In the book Small as an Elephant, what website did Jack log into hoping to see a message from his mother?
   
   P 106: You Page

9. In the book Small as an Elephant, who messaged Jack on his YouPage when he logged in at the public library?
   
   P 107: His friend Nina

10. In the book Small as an Elephant, what had Jack and his mother argued about on the way to the camp ground?
    
    P 107: Stopping to see Lydia the elephant
11. In the book Small as an Elephant, what did Jack get for himself at the food pantry?
   
   P 114: Cereal bars

12. In the book Small as an Elephant, what did Jack eat in the LL Bean store?
   
   P 150: gummy worms and employees’ left over lunches from the break room

13. In the book Small as an Elephant, who reported Jack missing?
   
   P 153: His grandmother

14. In the book Small as an Elephant, what merchandise did Jack take from LL Bean?
   
   P 162: A bike and helmet

15. In the book Small as an Elephant, what did Jack discover had happened to his bike, helmet and backpack while he was in Fort Knox?
   
   P 173: they were stolen

16. In the book Small as an Elephant, what was the name of the church Jack stopped in after leaving Fort Knox?
   
   P 180: Safe Harbor Church

17. In the book Small as an Elephant, what did Jack do to stop Lydia from turning him in to the police?
   
   P 201: Pulled her into the vault and shut the door

18. In the book Small as an Elephant, why did Jack run away from Wyatt?
   
   P 230: He overhead him asking if there was a reward being offered

19. In the book Small as an Elephant, who gave Jack a ride to see Lydia?
   
   P 254: Big Jack

20. In the book Small as an Elephant, what did Jack do so that Lydia would always remember him?
   
   P 275: Blew a gentle puff of air into her trunk
Small as an Elephant
By Jennifer Richard Jacobson

1. Who wrote the book Small as an Elephant?
   Jennifer Richard Jacobson

2. In the book Small as an Elephant, what was the name of the campground where Jack and his mom stayed?
   Seawall Camp Ground. Pg 1

3. In the book Small as an Elephant, what was the name of the neon-red hot dogs Jack's mom had told him about?
   Red Snappers. Pg. 6

4. In the book Small as an Elephant, even though his mom had left that morning, Jack was going to have his own adventure. Where was he going?
   To the ocean. Pg. 12

5. In the book Small as an Elephant, when Jack first met an elephant, it touched him. How did that make him feel?
   It gave him the feeling an elephant tent was the safest place in the world. Pg. 17

6. In the book Small as an Elephant, what was the free way Jack found to look for his mother around the Island?
   The Island Explorer, a free bus. Pg. 35

7. In the book Small as an Elephant, when Jack went to Echo Lake with Aiden's family, he forgot to do something before going swimming. What was it?
   He forgot to take his cell phone out of his pocket. Pg. 40
8. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, when Jack’s mother was taken to the hospital by the police, where did he end up living?

   With his grandmother. Pg 47.

9. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, what was Jack’s plan to make some money in Bar Harbor?

   Collect drink bottles and cans and turn them in for money. Pg. 57

10. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, when Jack went to Geddy’s, what news did he hear about his mom and where she might be headed?

    He heard she had been there a few days ago and might be on a boat to somewhere warmer, like the Bahamas. Pg. 82

11. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, what did Jack do when he went into Sherman’s Book and Gift Store?

    He stole a toy small elephant. Pg. 88

12. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, what was the name of the lady Jack ended up helping in the garden?

    Mrs. Olsen. Pg. 99

13. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, how did Jack get in touch with his friend, Nina?

    By getting on a computer in the library and going to YouPage. Pg. 108

14. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, Jack decides to walk home. Where is home?

    Jamaica Plain. Pg. 111

15. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, when Jack was watching the video about him being missing, who did he figure out alerted the police?

    His grandmother. Pg. 154
16. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, what do the ears of an elephant act as?
   An air-conditioning system.  Pg. 163

17. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, what was so special about Lydia?
   She was the only elephant in Maine.  Pg. 183

18. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, when Jack was running away from a girl who recognized him, where did they both end up?
   Locked in a vault.  Pg. 201

19. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, whom had Sylvie convinced to try and help Jack get to York?
   Wyatt, her cousin.  Pg. 229

20. In the book *Small as an Elephant*, why did Big Jack say he was helping Jack after taking him to York’s Wild Kingdom?
   Because he was a foster kid when he was little, and bounced from house to house.  Pg. 262
2. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was the name of the camp Jack went to? Seawall Campground on Mount Desert Island. P. 1
3. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what ocean was Jack near? The Atlantic. P.2
4. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was the name of the park Jack and his mom planes to visit? Acadia National Park. P.3
5. In the book, Small as an Elephant, which two loops did Jack scope? Loops C and D. P. 4
7. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what did the car run on? Gas and electricity. P. 4
8. In the book, Small as an Elephant, how much spending money did Jack have? $14.63. P. 5
9. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was the woman behind the counter reading? A fantasy by Robin McKinley. P. 5
10. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what color was the hot dog? Neon red. P. 6
11. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was the first thing Jack did when he left the park? He pulled out his phone. P. 6
12. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was Jack’s mom’s name? Becky Martel. P. 7
13. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was on the sign that made Jack chuckle? Coin-Op Showers Inside Store. Change at the Counter. P. 8
14. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was the name of the newspaper in the store? Bangor Daily News. P. 9
15. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what game were the two children playing at the campground? Frisbee. P. 13
16. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what were the names of the two children at the campground? Aiden and Julie. P. 13
17. In the book, Small as an Elephant, who was the first person to say “baby elephants” to Jack? His grandmother. P. 26
18. In the book, Small as an Elephant, how old was Jack when he heard his grandmother say “baby elephant”? He was five years old. P. 26
19. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what was the title of the book Jack was reading while sitting in the hammock? The Cowboy and His Elephant. P.26
20. In the book, Small as an Elephant, what song did Jack’s mother always whistle? Sunny Days from Sesame Street. P.31
1. Who is the author of *A Tale Dark & Grimm*? Adam Gidwitz (cover)

2. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what is the name of the kingdom where Hansel and Gretel were born? Grimm (p. 5)

3. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what is the name of the old king’s most faithful servant? Johannes (p. 6)

4. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what type of birds landed on the ship’s mast and foretold of the kind and princesses doom? Ravens (p. 16)

5. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what did Johannes do with the golden bridal gown? Threw it into the fire (p. 19)

6. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what would happen if Johannes told anyone why he killed the chestnut stallion? He’d turn into stone from the tips of this toes to the knobs of his knew (p. 22)

7. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, when Hansel was cooking in the oven, what did Hansel actually smell like? Chocolate cake (p. 46)

8. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what did the father with 7 sons want more than anything in the world? A daughter (p. 53)

9. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm* story of The Seven Swallows, why was the father angry at his 7 sons? Because they took too long fetching water at the well for Hansel and Gretel’s bath (p. 55)

10. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, how did Hansel and Gretel find out about what had happened to the 7 brothers? One of the children of the town told them. (p. 57)

11. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, why did Hansel and Gretel first climb the tallest tree they could find? To talk to the sun and find out what happened to the 7 swallow brothers (p. 58)

12. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what did Hansel and Gretel and the 7 brothers eat when they went inside Crystal Mountain to celebrate? Warm milk and black forest cookies (p. 66)

13. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, after deciding not to return to the house with the 7 swallows, Hansel and Gretel discover a magnificent talking tree. What did the tree tell them was the name of the wood where she lived? Lebenwald, the Wood of Life (p. 72)

14. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what is the third animal that Hansel chases and kills in the Wood of Life? A dove (p. 77)

15. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, who shot Hansel with an arrow? A duke (p. 80)

16. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what caused the handsome young man to let the mug fall off of his chin? Gretel called his name loudly (p. 89)
17. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, why did Gretel become mad at the old widow woman she was staying with in the village near the woods? She forbade Gretel from going into the forest to visit the handsome young man (94).

18. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what did Gretel take from the warlock before he was boiled in oil? A tattered, bloodstained piece of twine (112).

19. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, the Lord that Hansel stayed with after the hunt had one weakness. What was it? The Lord loved to gamble (123).


21. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, what does the ferryman have to do to be free of the boat? Pass the paddle on to someone else (148).

22. In *A Tale Dark & Grimm*, who was the dragon? The king (227).
Reading Bowl Questions

A Tale Dark and Grimm

Pleasant Grove Elementary

1. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, who is the author? Adam Gidwitz
2. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, who was the old king’s oldest and most faithful servant? Faithful Johannes, pg. 6
3. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, what was in the one locked room? The portrait of the golden princess, pg. 7
4. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, what was the only thing that made the golden princess happy? Gold, pg. 12
5. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, what were the names of the king and queen’s twins? Hansel and Gretel, pg. 24
6. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, why did the king cut off the twins’ heads? To bring Faithful Johannes back to life, pg. 25
7. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, why did Hansel and Gretel leave home? They believed that parents should not kill their children, so they went in search of a good family to live with, pg. 39
8. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, where did Hansel and Gretel go first after leaving the castle? To the baker woman’s house, pg. 40-41
9. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, how did Hansel and Gretel escape from the baker woman? Hansel tricked her into getting into the oven, and then he locked her inside, pg. 47
10. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, what did the seven brothers turn into? Seven swallows, pg. 55-56
11. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, what did Gretel use as a key at the Crystal Mountain? Her finger, which she had cut off, pg. 63
12. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, where did Hansel and Gretel live after leaving the Crystal Mountain? The Lebenwald (the Wood of Life), pg. 72
13. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, who was the strange animal that the huntsman ‘killed’ in the woods? Hansel, pg. 80
14. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, where did Gretel go after leaving the Wood of Life? The Schwarzwald (the Wood of Darkness), pg. 85
15. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, with whom did Gretel fall in love? The handsome young man with the green eyes and black hair and red lips, pg. 90

16. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, who and/or what said ‘go home, little girl, go home; to a murderer’s house you’ve come’? the rain and/or the white doves, pg. 97-98

17. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, how was the evil young man (the warlock) killed? He was thrown into a cauldron of boiling oil and poisonous snakes by the village people, pg. 112

18. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, why does Hansel have to go to Hell? Because the Lord (the man he was living with) lost a bet with the Devil, pg. 124-126


20. In the book *A Tale Dark and Grimm*, why did Hansel and Gretel cut off their father’s head? Because they knew he was the dragon, pg. 228-229
1. Who are the main characters? Hansel and Gretel
2. How did Hansel kill the dragon? He cut off someone’s head.
3. Who was the dragon? The king
4. What is the genre of the story? Fiction
5. Who is the author? Adam Gidwitz
6. What type of person was Hansel and Gretel’s grandfather? A king
7. What was the name of the faithful servant who served the characters’ family? Johannes
8. What character trait do Hansel and Gretel have in the story? Courage
9. What does Gretel say to herself when she considers the rain’s advice? She says, “You’re being foolish. Rain cannot talk.”
10. What did Hansel smell when a delicious smell wafted his nose? He smelled himself.
11. Who ate more of the baker woman’s food? Hansel
12. Who cut their finger at Crystal Mountain? Gretel
13. What creature did the young handsome man pull out of people’s throats? A dove
14. Who finished off the dragon at the end? Gretel
15. Who tries to eat Hansel? An old hag
16. Does a cat eat Gretel’s finger? No
17. What are the oxen’s names? Ivy and Betty
18. Who foretells the newlywed’s future? Blackbirds
19. Does Gretel make up the plan for slaying the dragon? No
20. What does Hansel do in Hatis? He pulls out the devil’s hair.
1. Where does the story take place? The kingdom of Grimm (p. 5)
2. Who is the person that served the king, the king’s father, and his father’s father, and his father’s father’s father? Faithful Johannes (p. 6)
3. Why couldn’t Johannes show the king’s son the room with the portrait of the golden princess? If the son sees the portrait he will fall madly in love with her and it will cost him his life. (p. 7)
4. What does understanding them as it refers to the Kings of Grimm? Standing beneath them, supporting them, bearing their troubles and their pains on my shoulders. (p. 8)
5. What is the curse of the golden princess? Every time she has tried to marry, her husband has died and that a fate worse than death is destined for her children, if she should ever have any. (p.11)
6. Who did Faithful Johannes overhear on the ship? Three ravens (p. 16)
7. What would happen to someone if they tried to save the young king or the golden princess? He would be turned to stone. (p. 17)
8. Where and why did the king and queen place Johannes after he turned to stone? They placed him beside their bed so that every morning and every evening they would be reminded of his faithfulness and the great debt they owed him. (p. 22)
9. In order to rescue Johannes from the rock, what did the king have to do to Hansel and Gretel? Cut off their heads and smear Johannes’ statue with their blood. (p. 25)
10. Why did Hansel and Gretel run away? So that their heads would not be cut off again (p.35)
11. The house in the center of the swamp was made of what? Fudgy, moist chocolate cake (p.40)
12. The baker lady was fattening up who and why? Gretel so that the baker and Hansel could eat her (p. 45)
13. What happened to the seven sons? They turned into seven swallows (p.56)
14. Where did the seven swallows live? Crystal Mountain (p. 60)
15. What was supposed to open the door to Crystal Mountain? A chicken bone (p. 60)
16. What did Gretel do to open the door to Crystal Mountain? She picked up a sliver of ice and chopped her middle finger off. She used her finger to open the door. (p.63)
17. After Hansel and Gretel left Crystal Mountain, when did they go next? Lebenwald, the Wood of Life (p. 72)
18. What did the tree tell Hansel and Gretel? Take no more than you need. Life there existed in a perfect balance. (p.73)
19. What happened to Hansel in Lebenwald? He turned into an animal-boy and was killed by the huntsmen (p. 80)
20. Where did Gretel go after she left the Wood of Life? Schwarzwald – the Wood of Darkness (p. 85)
21. Who did Gretel fall in love with? The handsome young man with the green eyes and black hair and red lips (p.90)
22. What did Gretel take to leave on the ashen path in case it rains? A bag of lentils (p. 95)
23. What did the rain tell Gretel? Go home, little girl, go home; to a murderer’s house you’ve come (p. 97)
24. What does the man with the long black hair, green eyes and red lips mother tell Gretel her son does? He invites girls to the house and reaches down their throats and rips their souls from their bodies and traps the souls in the cages in the form of doves to let them rot under his eaves. Then he hacks the girls’ bodies to pieces to make their supper. (p. 101)
25. What is the best way to kill a warlock? Cook him with poisonous snakes in a cauldron of boiling oil. (p. 112)
26. What did Gretel take from the man before he was thrown into the vat of oil and snakes? The tattered, bloodstained piece of twine (p. 112)
27. What did the huntsmen bring back from the hunt? Strangest, most grotesque beast that anyone had ever laid eyes on (p. 118)
28. What was inside the beast? A naked, bloodstained boy - Hansel (p. 120)
29. What did the Lord do to Hansel? He gambled him away to the Devil (pp. 124-125)
30. What did the Devil tell Hansel would happen to him in Hell? He would be in excruciating pain for all eternity (p. 126)
31. What did the old man tell Hansel about the Devil? In Hell the Devil can have no power over one who has three of his golden hairs (p. 128)
32. How did Hansel get into the boiling fire? He jumped in (p. 135)
33. Hansel kept going down then back up in the boiling fire, what did the
demon guides say was wrong with Hansel? He was defective (p. 137)
34. Where did the Devil live? A quiet, residential neighborhood (p. 137)
35. After dinner, what did the Devil’s grandmother tell him to do? Lie down
and put his head in her lap and she would stroke his beautiful, golden hair.
(p. 140)
36. What did Hansel take from the Devil’s side table? The Devil’s spectacles (p.
141)
37. What did Hansel do to the Devil’s grandmother? He locked her in the attic
(p. 143)
38. Who did Hansel dress up as? The Devil’s grandmother (p. 143)
39. What was wrong with Devil when he came home the next day? Without his
glasses he can’t look for sinners. (p. 144)
40. What did Hansel tell the Devil each time he plucked out his golden hairs?
He was having a bad dream (pp. 146-147)
41. What did the Devil do to the city where the wine did not flow anymore? He
put a frog under the fountain (146)
42. What did the Devil do to the golden apple tree? He placed a mouse at the
ground and the mouse was nibbling on the roots and killing it ( 147)
43. What did the Devil do to the ferryman? All the ferryman had to do was
hand his paddle to someone else (p 148)
44. What happened to the Devil while he was chasing Hansel? He took the
paddle from the ferryman and got stuck in the boat. (145)
45. What happened to Kindheitburg? A dragon destroyed it (160-162)
46. Since Hansel bested the devil and saved two villages, he had a fortune in
what? Wine, gold, and oxen (165-166)
47. As Gretel left the tavern and headed toward the castle who did she see?
Hansel (167)
48. When Hansel and Gretel returned to the castle what did the King and
Queen say? I am so sorry (173)
49. What does the dragon look like? It was hideous with smooth black skin like
a snake and eyes that are golden, thin wings, and each of its talons and teeth
look liked long, sharp obsidian shards (176)
50. What was Hansel and Gretel’s plan to kill the dragon? Take the golden
apples into a clearing in the forest and raise an army to kill the dragon (178-
179)
51. What happened to the dragon when it drank the wine? It got drunk and tried to fly (203)
52. Who was at the top of the tree Gretel was climbing when the dragon was going after Gretel? The three ravens (205)
53. What finally killed the dragon? The moon (211)
54. Who was the dragon? The King (266-228)
55. What did Hansel do to his dad? He cut his head off (229)
56. What came out of their father’s body? A miniature, wormlike dragon (229)
57. What did Hansel do to the miniature dragon? He killed it and put the remains in the fire (230)
58. How did Gretel put her father’s head back on? With the twine that she took from the warlock (233)
59. What did the servant’s do for the crowd gather outside the castle? They fed the crowd and told them the adventures of Hansel and Gretel. (242-243)
60. What did Hansel and Gretel’s parents bestow upon them? They became King Hansel and Queen Gretel (245-246)
Tuesdays at the Castle
By: Jessica Day George

1. What are the two rules of the castle?
   
   A. The throne room was always to the east.

   B. If you turned left three times and climbed through the next window, you’d end up in the kitchens. (1)

2. When did Celie use rule one?
   
   When she wanted to watch her father at work. (2)

3. When did Celie use rule two?
   
   When she wanted to steal a treat from the kitchens. (12)

4. How did Castle Glower pick kings?
   
   The castle picked kings based on some other criteria all its own. (3)

5. Which of the kings 4 children did the castle pick to be the next king?
   
   Rolf who was the second child of the king. 3

6. Where were the King and Queen going on their trip?
   
   They were going to see Bran graduate from the College of Wizardry. 6

7. What was Celie trying to make?
An atlas of Castle Glower? 7

8. Of the Kings 4 children who did the castle love the most?
   The castle loved Celie the most. 3, 139

9. What did the Queen always smell like?
   The Queen always smelled like strawberries. 9

10. What will Bran become once he graduates from the College of Wizardry?
    He will become the Royal Wizard because the old Royal Wizard had died two years ago. 9

11. Who is Pogue?
    The handsomest young man in Gower Valley. 14

12. Which of the King’s children does Pogue come to see?
    He comes to see Lilah.

13. What news does the sergeant bring back about the King, Queen and Bran?
    That King Glower is dead as well as the Queen and Bran. 20

14. What is the name of the room that Celie discovers while her parents are gone?
    Spyglass room with spyglasses that overlook the castle grounds. 18
15. What was stuck in the carriage of the King and Queen?

   An arrow in the carriage door. 19

16. What did Sergeant Avery find in the dust of the carriage?

   The Griffin Ring; the winged lion was fashioned from gold with emerald-chip eyes that seemed to wink in the light of the room. 22

17. What did Sergeant Avery find when he returned from investigating the Disappearance of the King and Queen?

   He had found the torn remains of Queen Celina’s traveling gown and her ruby studded wedding band in the thicket at the side of the road. 37

18. When were Sleyne funerals always held?

   They were held at sundown, with a feast afterward that sometimes went on until dawn. 38

19. What does Prince Lulath of Grath not eat?

   He does not eat meat. 40

20. What does Prince Lulath’s dogs require?

   There meat to be lightly grilled. 40

21. What words does Celie hear Vhervish Ambassador and Khelsh say?

   Castle, Heir, kill 56
22. How does Celie know what the words mean since she doesn’t speak Vhervhish?

She looks them up in the Vhervhish phrase book in the Spyglass Tower 55

23. What did the council have to say after the funeral about Rolf being named the next king?

That he would rule under the supervision of the regency. 71

24. How long did the council say Rolf had to be supervised before he could rule on his own?

Ten years. 71

25. Who did the council want to name heir incase something happened to Rolf?

Prince Khelsh from Vhervhish 81

26. What power does the black cloth have that the castle gave Celie?

It doesn’t allow sound to be heard. 78

27. Who gets added to the council?

Prince Khelsh 79

28. What place in the castle becomes the room that the children meet and talk about important things?

The Spyglass room in the tower. 82

29. What signal do the children use to let each other know when they need to meet or talk about something important?

The would put a handkerchief in their sleeve. 83
30. What did the girls hold during the ceremony to name Rolf King?

   Celie is holding an incense burner and Lilah was holding an olive branch. 87

31. What was the crowd shouting after Rolf was named king?

   Eighty - because he was the eightieth king. 90

32. What does Rolf give the Cook for making the meal after the ceremony naming him king?

   Peacock feathers that are worth a gold mark each. 96, 97

33. How does Pogue name that the King and Queen are still alive?

   The wizards told him that they didn’t die in the ambush. 107

34. What did the wizards taste to know that the King and Queen were still alive?

   They tasted dirt and bark. 103

35. Who sent the assassins to kill the King and Queen?

   Prince Khelsh sent them. 116

36. What was Prince Khelsh room like and why was it this way.

   One plain bed, a chair, a washstand and a crooked desk. The castle made it this way because it did not like Prince Khelsh. 126

37. What does Celie tell Lulath he could do to help Rolf?

   He could give Rolf support and write letters to his father and Prince Khelsh’s father about what is going on. 144, 146
38. What was the first trick that the children played on the council?

They undid the sticking in their cloths so they would come loose when they were wearing them. 151

39. What was the second trick the children played on the council?

They put manure on their shoes and in other places. 158

40. What was the third trick the children played on the council?

They had the maids remove the chamber pots from the rooms. 159

41. What did Lulath give Celie in the bag of food?

The bottom of the bag was lined with a heavy velvet cloak the same dark peaty color as the leather of the bag. 161

42. What did Khelsh do with the dust in the little bag?

He put a spell on the castle that put the castle to sleep. 167

43. What happens when the castle is put to sleep (or dead to the children)?

All the doors are sealed and the girls cannot get out of the tower. 168-169

44. How did Celie get out of the tower and down to the main castle?

She used the rope that the castle had put in the Spyglass Tower. 171
45. What did the cook promise to make Celie once the castle was back to order?

A whole custard tart because it was Celie’s favorite.184

46. What did Celie ask the servants to do to help out and get the castle back from Khelsh?

She asked that they all leave and form an army to help win the castle back.182-183

47. What does Celie see when she looks out the spyglass on the last day she was in the Spyglass Tower?

She sees a bright blue tent flying the falcon flag of Grath, a plum-colored tent with twin tres of Vhervhine, and the flag of Sleyne: a green with a golden grifin above a silver tower. 199

48. Who do Celie and Lilah find in the kitchen when trying to escape from the castle?

Lord Fen and Lord Sefton who had been released from the dungeons. 201

49. What does Lord Sefton tell the girls about the spell that was put on the castle?

Nothing could truly kill Castle Glower, not unless you took it apart stone by stone. It was only sleeping. 204

50. How does Lord Sefton know this?

He was a wizard in training.204

51. How did Lord Sefton get out of the dungeon?

Lord Feen let him out. 205
52. What does Celie go back to get before leaving the castle?

She goes back to get the King’s crown. 211

53. Who catches Celie when she goes back for the crown?

Prince Khelsh and the Emissary. 212

54. What happens to the Rufus the doll baby when Celie takes him out of her bodice?

A winged lion- a griffin like the one on the flag. 220

55. What happens to Celie when she plummeted to the ground?

The castle caught her. 222

56. What had happened to the King, Queen and Bran during the ambush?

The King and Bran had been badly hurt and they didn’t know who to trust. 223

57. Where did the King, Queen and Bran stay after the ambush?

The stayed in a shepherd’s cottage. 223

58. What did they castle do for Celie to help her get to sleep?

It closed the her windows and painted the ceiling of her rom dark like the night sky, twinkling with thousands of gemlike stars. 225

59. Who carried Celie in after she fell from the castle?

Pogue and Lulath carried her from the brightness into a dim coolness of the castle. 222
60. Who does the castle love best?

Princess Celie is who the castle loves best. 221
In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what can the castle do? Build itself

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what was Rule One? The throne room is always to the east.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, when did Celie use Rule number 2? When she wanted to steal a treat from the kitchen.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was Celie? The fourth and most delightful of the royal children.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what is the name of the castle? Glower.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, where did Celie want to go with her parents? To Bran’s graduation from College of Wizardry.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, why did King Glower send Bran to Wizardry School? The castle kept filling Bran’s room with books and astrolables.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who did King Glower declare as his heir? Rolf.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, why was Celie not allowed to go with her parents to Bran’s graduation? The castle needed her. P. 11.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was the handsomest young man in Glower Valley? Pogue Parry.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did the castle do every week? Grow new rooms. P 16.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, how did Celie know that something was not right? She noticed through the spyglass that her parent’s carriage was returning unattended page 17.

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what terrible news did the messenger have for Rolf? King Glower was dead. P. 20.
In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what evidence did Avery show to prove King Glower’s death? He had the Griffin Ring from King Glower’s coronation p.22

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was the children’s most loyal ally? Pogue p. 27

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, describe the Vhervhish people. Warlike p. 29

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what Vhervhish prince came to the castle? Prince Khelsh, the mean one. P. 29

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, where was Prince Lulath from? Grath p. 30

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was best at interpreting the Castle’s changes? Celie p. 32

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what phrase book did the kids have in the Spyglass Tower? Vhervhish p. 33

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, why did the kingdoms around Sleyne think they were weak? They had no king p. 33

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was sent to search for the King and Queen? Sgt. Avery p. 37

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, when are Sleyne funerals held? At sundown with a feast afterwards often until dawn p. 38

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, how did Rolf know that he was not to be the king? His room had not changed p. 46

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who chooses the king? The castle p. 47

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, how did Celie know that the castle was getting ready for something? There was a hum in the stones p. 48

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did the Grathians wave? Scented handkerchiefs p. 52
In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did Celie decide to make of the castle? An atlas p. 52

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, the words Celie wrote down indicated what? A plan to assassinate Rolf. P. 56

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was Rolf to become? King Glower the 80th. P. 68

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what had the council proposed to Rolf? They act as a regency to help him rule until he is older. P. 69

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, how long would Rolf rule with the regency? Until he was 24 years old. P. 71

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did the cloak do for Celie? It muffled any noises she made. P. 78

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what plan did Celie discover about the Council? Prince Khelsh would be the 14th member of the Royal Council of Sleyne and a regent of Prince Rolf. P. 79

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, where was a safe place of the three children to meet? Spyglass Tower p. 82

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what sign indicated a need to meet in the Spyglass Tower? A handkerchief in one sleeve p. 84

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was consulted in trying to find Bran, the King and Queen? The College of Wizardry p. 103

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did the College of Wizardry suspect about the disappearance? It was magic, Bran’s magic p. 105

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did Celie, Rolf and Lilah have that the Emissary and Prince Khelsh did not have? The castle p. 112
In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was Celie’s stuffed cloth lion? Rufus p. 113

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who was responsible for killing the king and queen? Khelsh’s best assassins p. 116

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what are very good at knowing people’s hearts? Dogs p. 142

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what important news did Prince Lulath share with Celie about Prince Khelsh? Khelsh had been exiled from Vhervhine. P. 143

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did Celie ask Prince Lulath to do for her? Write Khelsh’s father a letter and tell what Khelsh is doing. P. 145

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, involving Lulath, the Glower children figured that they could do what? Do more to help themselves. P. 149

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did the Glower children do to the clothes? They ripped out the seams. P. 156

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what happened to the chamber pots? Disappeared p. 159

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, how could the Glower children tell that the Castle favored some of the council? Their rooms were larger p. 158

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what gift did Lulath give to Celie? Mirror-wand p. 162

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what was put in the bottoms of the shoes of the council? Manure p. 162

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did Khelsh do to the castle? Cast a spell that killed the castle p. 168

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, where were Celie and Lilah locked up? In the spyglass tower p, 169
In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what happened to the staff of the Castle? They were dismissed. P. 174

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did Celie ask of the Cook? Everyone was needed to lay siege to the Castle. P 183

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who had been declared Rolf’s heir? Celie p. 186

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, describe the flag of Sleyne. Green with a golden griffin above a silver tower. P. 199

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, why was the castle not dead? Khelsh could only put it to sleep. P. 204

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what did Celie return to the castle for? The crown. P211

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what happened to Rufus? He changed into a griffin p. 220

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, what happened to Khelsh? Rufus seized him and disappeared. P220

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who protected the king and queen during the ambush? Bran p. 223

In the book, Tuesdays at the Castle, who protected the Castle? Celie p.224
1) In the book Tuesday in the castle, rule one tells us that the throne room is always in what direction? EAST (at 1%)
2) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, King Glower was what number king? 79th (1%)
3) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Who did King Glower marry? The Beautiful daughter of the Royal Wizard.
4) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, What were the names of the four royal children? Celie, Lilah, Rolf, and Bran (3%)
5) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, What item did Celie carry with her and draw in? Celie carried an atlas with over 300 pages of maps of the castle and its rooms. (3%)
6) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Celeie describes the Queen as always smelling like what? Strawberries
7) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, who was called the handsomest young man in Glower? Pogue Parry (6%)
8) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, What four items were in the tower? Coil of rope, hard ginger biscuits, a book and 4 spy glasses.
9) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, who was the lone survivor of the attack on the King and Queen? Sergeant Avery (9%)
10) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Sergeant Avery found a certain an item which belong to the king, This item was given to the King at his coronation. What was the item? The Griffin ring which was fashioned from gold with emerald chip eyes. (9%)
11) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, The country of Vhervhine was sending an emissary to the King and queen’s funeral, who was he? Prince Khelsh. (12%)
12) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, another ambassador was coming to the funeral, who was he? Prince Lulath of Grath. (12%)
13) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, What items did Sergeant Avery find which might be proof that the King and Queen were dead? Torn remains of the queen’s traveling gown, and her ruby studded wedding band. (16%)
14) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Prince Lulath had specific requests for his stay in the castle. What were they? Special foods for his dogs, a tailor, a carpenter and a private study. (17%)
15) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, What did the council tell Rolf they would do when he became king? The council felt he was too young and would help him rule with a them as regency with him. (29%)
16) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, How long did the council say they would help Rolf rule the kingdom? 10 years (29%)
17) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, When Celie went to the tower room before the coronation what item did the castle leave for her on the table? A black cloak folded on the table. (32%)
18) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Celie found a secret corridor, where did it lead? To the Councils’ Privy chamber (32%)
19) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, what signal were the siblings to use when they needed to talk in private? They would stick a handkerchief in their sleeves with some hanging down. Right sleeve midnight, left sleeve immediately (34%)

20) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, what special thing did Celie get to take into the tower room when the council tried to take over? Her stuffed lion named Rufus. (47%)

21) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, who was arrested when Prince Khelsh took over the council and what was he charged with? Lord Sefton for treason (48%)

22) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Celie went to look at Prince Khelsh and Prince Lulath’s rooms, what did she see? Khelsh’s rooms were small, dark and poorly furnished. Lulath’s rooms are very fine.

23) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Prince Lulath has 3 dogs, what is the name of one and what color is it? Prince Lulath’s dog is caramel and is called JOUJOU. Another is black and white and is named Toulala. (60%)

24) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, what trick did the siblings decide to play on the council members and Prince Khelsh? They cut the seams on the clothes so it would fall apart when they wore them. (62%)

25) In the book Tuesday in the Castle, Celie and Lilah compared the council members to what group of animals? A murder of crows (64%)
Tuesdays at the Castle

1. Who is the author of Tuesdays at the Castle? Jessica Day George
2. What usually happens at the castle on Tuesdays? The castle would grow, pg 29
3. What was Rule 1? The throne room was always to the east, pg 1
4. What was Rufus? A stuffed cloth lion, pg 113
5. Who did the castle love best? Celie, pg 139
6. What did the castle fill Celie’s room with when she was sick? Flowers, pg 3
7. What was Celie’s father? King Glower the seventy-ninth, pg 2
8. What would Bran become after graduating? Royal Wizard, pg 9
9. Who did Celie think was the handsomest man in Glower Valley? Pogue Parry, pg 14
10. What did Prince Lulath say was happening to his rooms at the Castle? They were getting nicer, pg 58
11. What did Rufus turn into? A winged lion – griffin, pg 220
12. What was Rule 2? Turn left three times and climb through the next window, you will end up in the kitchen, pg 1
13. Who did King Glower declare to be his heir? Rolf, pg 3
14. Who did Celie overhear talking? The Vhervhish ambassador and Khelsh, pg 54
15. Who did Celie run into after leaving the Spyglass Tower? Prince Lulath, pg 57
16. Who told Rolf he would have to rule with a regency? Lord Feen, pg 68
17. How long would Rolf have to be guided by the regency? 10 years, pg 70
18. What are the three words Celie overhears? Castle, heir, kill, pg 56
19. Where did Rolf say was the only place that Lilah, Celie, and himself could speak privately? The Spyglass Tower, pg 82
20. Who did Celie, Rolf, and Lilah see through the spyglass? Pogue, pg 100
12 Tuesdays at the Castle

By Jessica Day George

1. What was the name of the castle? Castle Glower (p. 1)

2. Why do King Glower the Seventy-ninth and Queen Celina leave the castle on a trip? To attend Bran's graduation (p. 9)

3. Why do Celie, Lilah, and Rolf believe so strongly that their parents are still alive? Because their rooms have not changed at all. (p. 49)


5. What item does Celie find that helps muffle her sounds when she spies on the council? A magical cloak (p. 78)

6. Who brings little pet dogs into the Castle? Prince Lulath of Grath (p. 40)

7. What are the three words that Princess Celie overhears the ambassador and Prince Khelsh talking in Vervhish, and then translates with the use of a Vervhish phrase book? Castle, heir, and kill (p. 56)

8. Why do Celie, Lilah, and Rolf decide to trust Prince Lulath of Grath? The castle made his rooms large and fancy (p. 140)

9. What room do Celie, Lilah, and Rolf meet in when they need to talk privately? The Spyglass Tower (p. 82)

10. What did the council do to try to control Rolf when he became king? They created a regency (p. 70)

11. Who does the castle love best? Celie (p. 221)

12. What was the first thing that Celie, Lilah, and Rolf did to stall the council members from making Rolf sign the papers to make Prince Khelsh his heir? They cut the seams of their clothes (p. 151)

13. How did Celie escape the Spyglass Tower after she and Lilah were trapped there? Lilah lowered her with a rope (p. 170)

14. What does Celie's stuffed animal turn into to save her from Khelsh? A griffin (p. 220)

15. How did the Glower children signal to each other when they needed to talk in private? They put a handkerchief in their sleeve (p. 83)

16. On what day did the castle usually grow rooms? Tuesdays (p. 1)

17. What was the first rule of the castle? The throne room was always to the east (p. 1)
18. Where did King Glower send Bran after the castle kept leaving his room filled with books and astrolabes? The College of Wizardry (p.3)

19. Who found Celie’s parents and Bran? Pogue (p. 223)

20. What unique ability did Celie discover about the spyglass? It could see through the castle walls (p. 129)
In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, who is the author?
Title page, Jessica Day George

1. In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, what is the name of the castle?
Pg. 1, Castle Glower

2. In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, what did Castle Glower do when it was bored?
Pg. 1 it grew a new room or two.

3. In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, on what day of the week did Castle Glower usually grow a room or two?
Pg. 1, Tuesdays

5. In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, which daughter loved the castle and was loved by the castle in return?
Pg. 2 and 3 Celie

6. In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, where were King Glower and Queen Celina going on their long journey?
Pg. 9 to see their son Bran graduate from Wizard school

7. In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, who becomes king when King Glower is attacked and killed on his journey?
Pg. 20 Rolf

8. In the book *Tuesdays at the Castle*, which room does the castle keep showing
Celie after her brother Rolf become King?
pg. 32 The Spyglass Tower

9. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, how does the castle let the children know their parents are still alive?
Pg. 49 everything in their room is the same

10. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, when Rolf became king what would his title be?
pg. 68 King Glower the Eightieth

11. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, why did Lord Feen and the council think Rolf didn’t want to become king?
pg. 68 they thought he didn’t think he could do it

12. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, how did Khelsh kill the castle?
Pg. 168 a spell

13. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, where were Lilah and Celie stuck after the castle died?
pg. 169 in the Tower

14 In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, who does Celie get to help her gather soldiers and farmer to help fight Khelsh and the foreigners in the castle?
pg. 183 Cook

15 In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, as Celie, Lilah and Rolf are leaving the castle what does Celie insist on going to back to get to keep it from Prince Khelsh?
Pg. 211 the crown

16. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, as Celie is trying to leave the castle with the crown, who does she see?
17. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, what did Rufus change into to protect Celie from Khelsh?
   pg. 220 a griffin, part lion and a winged lion

18. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, who does Rolf say the Castle loved the most?
   Pg. 221 Celie

19. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, what caught Celie as she fell?
   Pg. 222 the Castle

20. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, how did the Castle catch Celie as she fell?
   Pg. 222 it’s stones seem to go soft under her

21. In the book Tuesdays at the Castle, where had Celie’s parents and brother been staying?
   Pg. 223 in a Shepard’s cottage
Wonder Questions

1. What grade is August in?
   5th grade pg.4

2. What did the doctor do when August was born?
   Fainted pg. 7

3. What is the name of the school August is going to?
   Beecher Prep pg. 9

4. What is the principal of the school’s name?
   Mr. Tushman pg 13

5. Name two of the students who showed August around the school.
   Answer could be two of the following: Julian, Jack Will, Charlotte

6. What is August’s dog’s name?
   Daisy pg 33

7. Who asked if she could sit at the lunch table with August?
   Summer pg 51

8. What does Summer confess she wants to be for Halloween?
   A Unicorn pg. 69

9. What costume did August actually wear to school for Halloween?
   Bleeding Scream pg. 75

10. Which of Via’s friends was the sweetest to August?
    Miranda pg 93

11. What were August and Summer dressed as at the Egyptian Museum?
    Mummies pg 131

12. Where was Julian going for Christmas?
    Paris pg 149

13. What is Via’s boyfriend’s name?
    Justin pg 185

14. What instrument does Justin play?
    A fiddle pg 184

15. What play were Justin Via doing?
    Our Town pg 193

16. How does August describe how his hearing aids made him hear?
    “My ears were hearing brightly now.” Pg 214

17. What does Miranda call August?
    Major Tom pg 234

18. Where was the Big Movie Night?
    Broarwood Nature Reserve pg 261

19. What did August lose during the fight with the other school?
    His Hearing Aids pg 270

20. What award did August win at the end of the school year?
    Henry Word Beecher Medal pg 304
1. Why did August not go to school up until 5th grade? Because of all the surgeries he had (p. 4)

2. Who was August’s best friend up until he started school? Christopher (p. 4)

3. What was the name of the principal of August’s school? Mr. Tushman (p. 14)

4. If August could have one wish, what would it be? To have a normal face (p. 3)

5. Which boy at August’s new school was especially mean to him? Julian (p. 29-30)

6. What movie series was August very into? Star Wars (p. 43)

7. What were the sayings called that Mr. Browne, the English teacher, wrote on his board once a month? Precepts (p. 46)

8. Who was the first person to sit and eat lunch with August at school? Summer (p. 51)

9. What kind of birthday party did August want to have for his birthday? A bowling party (p. 66)

10. Why was Halloween August’s favorite holiday? Because no one thought he looked weird with a costume on (p. 73)

11. What did August find out about Jack when August was dressed up in the “bleeding scream” costume? That Mr. Tushman (the principal) had asked him to be friends with August. (p. 77)

12. What important person in Via’s life died when Via was eleven? Grans (p. 86)

13. Who gave August the astronaut helmet that he wore practically every day when he was 5 and 6 years old? Miranda (p.93)

14. What was the name of the “game” that the kids played where if they accidentally touched August they had to wash their hands in 30 seconds? The plague (p. 120)

15. Who did Jack say that he would choose to play with if all of the guys in fifth grade were lined up against a wall? August (p.143)

16. Who did Jack punch for calling August a freak? Julian (p. 154)

17. What instrument did Via’s boyfriend, Justin, play? A fiddle (p. 184)

18. What science project did Jack and August do for the science fair? A spud lamp (p.206)

19. What lie did Miranda tell at camp that made her very popular? That she had a brother that was deformed. (p237)
20. What award did August win at graduation? The Henry Ward Beecher medal (p. 303)
Wonder by R. J. Palacio

1. Who is the author of the book *Wonder*? R. J. Palacio
2. In the book *Wonder*, what wish would August make if he had a magic lamp? pg 3 That he had a normal face (except a face that no one noticed)
3. In the book *Wonder*, who was August’s sister? pg 3 Via or Olivia
4. In the book *Wonder*, how many surgeries has August had? pg 4 Twenty-seven
5. In the book *Wonder*, where did August go to school before the 5th grade? Pg 4 Homeschool
6. In the book *Wonder*, what is the name of August’s new school? Pg 4 Beecher Prep
7. In the book *Wonder*, what was the principal’s name from August’s school? Pg 13 Mr. Tushman
8. In the book *Wonder*, what did August think the picture was that was actually a portrait of Mr. Tushman? Pg 20 A pumpkin
9. In the book *Wonder*, what were the names of the three students who took August on his first tour of the school? Pg 22 Jack Will, Julian, and Charlotte
10. In the book *Wonder*, what two questions did Julian ask August the 1st time they met that was considered rude? Pg 34 What’s the deal with your face? Were you in a fire or something? (Accept anything with same meaning)
11. In the book *Wonder*, what is a precept? Pg 46 Rules about really important things
12. What was the name of the girl who sat with August at the lunch table on the first day of school? Pg 51 Summer
13. In the book *Wonder*, what two-word nickname did August’s dad call him? Pg 57 Auggie doggie
14. In the book *Wonder*, when is August’s birthday? Pg 66 October 10th
15. In the book *Wonder*, what costume did August originally want to wear for Halloween when Summer first asked him? Pg 68 Boba Fett
16. In the book *Wonder*, why did August say “At Beecher Prep, I’m the old moldy cheese”? pg 72 Because like in the book Diary of a Wimpy Kid, no one would touch him just like the cheese in that book
17. In the book *Wonder*, what costume did August end up wearing to school on Halloween? Pg 75 Bleeding Scream
18. In the book *Wonder*, when August went to school in is costume for Halloween, what two students did he overhear making fun of him? Pg 76-77 Julian and Jack Will
19. In the book *Wonder*, Via said that she, her mom, and her dad were the planets. What does that make August? Pg 82 The sun
20. In the book *Wonder*, what was Via’s real first and last name? pg 91 Olivia Pullman
21. In the book *Wonder*, where was August and Via’s mother side of the family from? Pg 103 Brazil
22. In the book *Wonder*, why does Via say she is not going to have kids when she grows up? pg 105-106 She carries the gene that could be passed down to her kids that would make them look like August
23. In the book *Wonder*, what did Summer say was the reason she sat with August the first day of school? Pg 119 She felt sorry for him
24. In the book *Wonder*, what was the name the students called the game that they played where they would not touch August? Pg 120 The Plague
25. In the book *Wonder*, What was Via’s boyfriend’s name? pg 184 Justin
26. In the book *Wonder*, What project did Jack Will and August do for the science fair? Pg 206 The Spud Lamp
27. In the book *Wonder*, who was Daisy and what happened to her in the story that made August and Via sad? Pg 220-222 She was their dog that got sick and died
28. In the book *Wonder*, What was the name of the play Via was in? pg 230 Our Town
29. In the book *Wonder*, what was the name of the reserve that the students went to on a field trip? Pg 261 Broarwood Nature Reserve
30. In the book *Wonder*, What got broken on the field trip and how did it happen? Pgs 265-267 August’s hearing aids were broken when some older boys pushed them and chased them (bullied them, picked on them, tried to hurt them, etc)
31. In the book *Wonder*, What was the name of the award August earned at the end of the school year? Pg303 the Henry Ward Beecher medal
32. In the book *Wonder*, what was the Henry Ward Beecher medal given for? Pg 303 to honor students who have been notable or exemplary in certain areas throughout the school year
1. Who is the main character? August Pullman
2. What is the main character’s nickname? Auggie
3. What is the problem? August was born with a facial deformity that prevented him from going to a mainstream school.
4. What is the name of the public school he attends? Beecher Prep
5. What grade is the main character in? Fifth
6. What message does the author convey through this story? Don’t judge a boy by his face.
7. What three things does August want? He wants friendship, understanding, and freedom to be himself.
8. Who is the author of *Wonder*? R.S. Palacio
9. What is the genre of the story? Fiction
10. How old is August in the story? 10 years old
11. From whose perspectives is the story being told from? August, his new friends, his sister, and her boyfriend.
12. What point of view does the main character use? First person point-of-view
13. Where was August before he attended public school? He was homeschooled.
14. What type of person is August? He is ordinary.
15. What does he hide under during his preschool years? He hides under a toy astronaut helmet.
16. Who is the first person to befriend August? Summer.
17. What does August disguises himself as on Halloween? The bleeding scream.
19. When is August’s birthday? October 10
20. What time was he born: 10:10
1. In the book *Wonder* how many surgeries has August had since birth?
   a. 27 Pg. 4

2. In the book *Wonder* what did August’s mother do for a living?
   a. She used to be a children’s-book illustrator Pg. 4

3. In the book *Wonder* where does August and his family live?
   a. North River Heights, New York Pg. 5

4. In the book *Wonder* what did the nurse tell August’s mom when they thought he wouldn’t live through the night at birth?
   a. “Everyone born of God overcometh the world.” Pg. 7

5. In the book *Wonder* what is the name of the first school August (Auggie) ever attends?
   a. Beecher Prep Pg. 9

6. In the book *Wonder* what is Auggie’s homeroom room number?
   a. Room 301 Pg. 22

7. In the book *Wonder* which kid did Mrs. Petosa suggest sit beside Auggie in homeroom?
   a. Henry Joplin Pg. 39

8. In the book *Wonder* what word did the English teacher Mr. Browne have students write at top of the first page in their English notebooks?
   a. P-R-E-C-E-P-T Pg. 45

9. In the book *Wonder* how did Mr. Browne define P-R-E-C-E-P-T?
   a. “Rules about really important things.” Pg. 46

10. In the book *Wonder* what is the girl’s name who came over and sat with Auggie at lunch on the first day of school?
    a. Summer Pg. 51

11. In the book *Wonder* how do Auggie and Summer come up with a list of people who could sit with them at lunch?
    a. Names had to be either summer months or related to summer somehow Pg. 52

12. In the book *Wonder* what nickname does Auggie’s dad call him and where did it come from?
    a. Auggie Doggie; came from an old cartoon about a daschund named Auggie Doggie

13. In the book *Wonder* what book had Auggie’s mom been reading to him at bedtime?
    a. *The Hobbit* Pg. 59

14. In the book *Wonder* what is Mr. Browne’s October Precept?
    a. Your Deeds Are Your Monuments Pg. 65

15. In the book *Wonder* when is Auggie’s birthday?
    a. October 10th Pg. 66

16. In the book *Wonder* why does Auggie wish everyday could be Halloween?
17. In the book Wonder what is Via’s full name?
a. Olivia Pg. 91

18. In the book Wonder where did Auggie and Olivia’s parents (Isabel and Nate) meet?
a. Brown University Pg. 103

19. In the book Wonder what is the name of the medical condition that caused the abnormalities in Auggie’s facial features?
a. Mandibulofacial dysostosis Pg. 104

20. In the book Wonder what is the Plague?
a. Anyone who accidentally touches August only has thirty seconds to wash their hands before they catch the Plague. Pg. 120

21. In the book Wonder what name did Jack Will give the snow sled he refurbished?
a. Lightning Pg. 147

22. In the book Wonder what is Mr. Browne’s December precept?
a. Fortune favors the bold Pg. 148

23. In the book Wonder what extremely insensitive thing did Julian’s mother do with the school’s class picture?
a. She photo-shopped Auggie’s face out of the class picture and gave it to a couple of the other moms. Pg. 159

24. In the book Wonder why didn’t Jack Will sit with Auggie at lunch on the first day of school?
a. He had already been hanging out with him all morning; he was just wanting a little normal time to chill with other kids Pg. 175

25. In the book Wonder what is the name of the play Justin and Olivia are performing in?
a. Our Town Pg. 193

26. In the book Wonder what is the location of the town in the play Our Town?
a. Grover's Corner, New Hampshire Pg. 230

27. In the book Wonder why did Mr. Davenport change the spring play from The Elephant Man to Our Town?
a. Miranda had been lying since summer camp about having a brother who was deformed and told Mr. Davenport the same story. She explained that the play would hit too close to home and that her parents would have serious objections. Pg. 240

28. In the book Wonder what is the name of the movie being featured at the Broarwood Nature Reserve?
a. The Sound of Music Pg. 262

29. In the book Wonder what is the name given to the new puppy Auggie received from his parents after returning from the nature trip?
a. Bear Pg. 281

30. In the book Wonder what animal did Auggie choose as his self-portrait for the New Year Art Show and what happened to it?
a. Auggie’s self-portrait animal was a duck; Mr. Tushman replaced the pumpkin artwork with Auggie’s duck portrait on his office wall Pg. 286

31. In the book Wonder what was Mr. Browne’s final [June] precept?
   a. Just follow the day and reach for the sun! Pg. 288

32. In the book Wonder what happened to the helmet that Miranda gave to Auggie? Why?
   a. Auggie’s dad threw it away because it broke his heart that Auggie was always covering up his beautiful face. Pg. 290-91

33. In the book Wonder what award did Auggie receive at the 5th grade graduation ceremony?
34. He received the Henry Ward Beecher medal for “...carrying up the most heart by the attraction of his own [with quiet strength].” Pgs. 303-304